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The Application of a Band Variable-Inertia

Flywheel to an Urban Transit Bus

1 INTRODUCTION

As nonrenewable energy sources become more scarce, the concept of storing kinetic

energy in a form in which it can be reused to improve the efficiency of a system is

very attractive. One manner in which kinetic energy can be stored or retained is in

the rotational mass of a flywheel. Due to its very simple configuration, the flywheel

has had many applications in the past and poses new possibilities for innovative

use in the future. This dissertation examines in depth one such application of the

flywheel: its integration into the drive and braking systems of an urban transit bus

to improve fuel consumption and overall performance of the vehicle.

The flywheel is probably the oldest energy storage device known to man. Arche-

ologists have unearthed a simple flywheel estimated to be about 5,500 years old

in Ur, an ancient Chaldean city of the Middle East. It was apparently used as a

potter's wheel [1]. The fact that mechanical energy could be transferred to and

from a spinning wheel - as water is stored in and recovered from a reservoir - seems

therefore to have been recognized early in human history. This early potter's wheel

demonstrates that man understood, from a practical viewpoint at least, the basic

principle of mechanics embodied by the flywheel long before Newton formulated his

Laws of motion.
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Modern engineering technology has put this old idea to work in applications such

as spacecraft, submarines, on-road vehicles (passenger cars, buses, and trucks),

and off-road vehicles (forklifts, army tanks, and cranes), for utilities peaking, and

emergency power needs - generally in any device or situation where a source of

stored energy is necessary. In each of the applications mentioned above, flywheel

energy storage offered distinct advantages over conventional energy storage systems

and was determined to be the optimum means of meeting the requirements set forth

in design criteria.

Recent developments in materials and mechanical design suggest that the flywheel

may provide an innovative solution to yet another contemporary problem. Over

the past decades, a steady increase in the consumption of energy by vehicles such

as automobiles, trucks and buses has occurred; and the resultant adverse impact of

that consumption on the environment has attracted public concern. This problem

is particularly severe for urban vehicles with frequent stop-go cycles, such as city

buses, taxi cabs, garbage disposal trucks and delivery vehicles. These vehicles are

notoriously inefficient in their use of fuel, difficult and expensive to maintain due

to frequent stress on their drive trains and braking systems, and common sources

of inner-city air pollution.

Because of the nature of inner-city driving, these vehicles are constantly either

accelerating or decelerating. Therein lies the problem. The highest power demand

of these vehicles is during the course of acceleration. However, these vehicles seldom

attain cruise speed long enough to become fuel efficient before having to stop once

again. If the energy normally dissipated during the braking of these vehicles could

be stored to be reused during the next course of acceleration, significant savings in
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fuel consumption might result. This regenerative braking system would also reduce

the cost of routine maintenance for a conventional vehicle by extending the life of

the brake shoes.

A kinetic energy storage device incorporating a flywheel into the design of these

urban transportation vehicles would not only offer the direct benefits of fuel savings

and reduced brake maintenance, it would also make possible a reduction in the size

of the engine required to power the vehicle. The engine of a. conventionally-powered

vehicle must be large enough to handle both acceleration, when power demand is

high, and cruising, when power demand is less. If the kinetic energy recovered by

a flywheel during braking is used as an assistant power source while the vehicle

accelerates, then the engine size can be reduced and still meet the power needs of

the vehicle at cruising speed. This would represent further advantages of a flywheel

hybrid system in lowered engine cost and weight reduction.

The main objective of this dissertation is to confirm, by computer simulation, that

the incorporation of a band variable-inertia flywheel into the diesel power drive

of an urban transit bus would result in significant fuel and maintenance savings

over a comparable conventionally-powered bus. Factors affecting the energy storage

density of the BVIF are discussed and difficulties encountered with the integration of

the BVIF into the vehicle are examined. To accomplish this objective, the following

tasks were undertaken:

a. Gathering information relevant to the viability of the BVIF- hybrid' power-

drive for bus propulsion.

'The term 'hybrid system" will be used throughout this study to refer to an energy-storage

flywheel-integrated vehicle.
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b. The improvement in fuel economy that could be achieved through use of the

BVIF as an assistant energy source has been estimated.

c. The reduction in the maintenance and replacement costs of the brake pads over

a period of time due to the regenerative braking system has been evaluated.

d. Problem areas, advantages, and disadvantages encountered in the develop-

ment of the BVIF- hybrid power drive-system have been discussed.

In performing these tasks, three alternative designs for the position of the BVIF

within the vehicle are proposed and evaluated. The best of these possible configu-

rations is identified.
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2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 Introduction

Research relevant to this dissertation-the integration of a band variable-inertia fly-

wheel into the power system of an urban bus-falls into two basic categories. The

first category investigates the concept of the variable-inertia flywheel itself, while

the second deals specifically with the application of a fixed-inertia flywheel system

to a transit bus. This review surveys the pertinent patents and published articles

of both these categories.

2.2 The Variable-Inertia Flywheel

The flywheel energy storage system has continued to attract the attention of mankind

since the age of the potter's wheel. James Watt was the first modern inventor to

put a variable-inertia flywheel to practical use. As depicted in Figure 2.2.1, Watt's

flyball governor was originally designed as a speed sensor for a steam engine. Torque

was applied to the rotating shaft through the interconnection with the engine. This

interconnection was set so that, at a certain angular rate, the centrifugal force of

the flyweights was balanced by the force of a spring or counter-poise weight. The

moving collar sliding along the shaft was connected to the throttle of the engine,

and a change in rotational rate of the flyweights resulted in a force imbalance and
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subsequent shift in throttle setting. Since the solid area shown in Figure 2.2.1 was

a small percentage of the swept area, the energy density of this system was low, and

its operation inefficient, even though the mathematical modeling of this system is

attractive for its simplicity.

Four original variable-inertia flywheel designs which offer variations to Watt's con-

cept are presented and discussed by Ullman [2]. Only one of these designs ap-

pears elsewhere in the scientific or patent literature. Ullman also discusses another

variable-inertia flywheel design where fluid is used to alter the moment of inertia of

the system. Three patents exist on this design [2].

One attempt to apply the use of a variable-inertia flywheel to a moving vehicle,

albeit a toy, is seen in U.S. Patent #3,968,593. It presents a vehicle carrying a

variable-inertia flywheel mechanically- connected to a road wheel through a set of

gear trains [3].

This idea is shown in Figure 2.2.2. The main shaft is mounted for rotation within

the vehicle body, while a cylindrical, protective hollow shellthe flywheelis rigidly

connected to the main shaft. Within the flywheel, equal masses, located symmetri-

cally, are capable of being shifted radially with respect to the main shaft which is

connected to the ground-engaging wheel by a drive train. An initial external force

applied to the vehicle causes the power transmitted through the gear train to be

transferred to the main shaft of the flywheel. The masses shift radially inward and

outward, changing the inertia of the flywheel, and consequently, varying the energy

content of the system.

However, while the change in the inertia of this system does cause energy to be



Figure 2.2.1 The Flyball Governer
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U.S. Patent July 13, 1976 Sheet 1 of 2 3,968,593
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Figure 2.2.2 Variable Inertia Flywheel Vehicle [3i
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saved and retained from the flywheel without any change in the angular rate of

the system, the angular momentum of the flywheel is not being conserved; and an

undesirable external torque is applied to the vehicle. In addition, the components

for the toy vehicle demonstrated for the patent were chosen to minimize the overall

weight of the vehicle, with the exception of the two moving masses. If a system

with such a prescribed gear train could be applied to a real moving vehicle, it would

presumably be inefficient, complex, and costly.

The most interesting design concept for a variable-inertia flywheel relevant to this

dissertation is that of the coiled band flywheel (Figure 2.2.3) RI. The coiled band

flywheel was first introduced by N.V. Gulia of the Academy of Sciences of the

Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic [41. The subject of one U.S. patent, two Soviet

patents, and Soviet publications, this flywheel is constructed of an inner hub and

a hollow casing, connected to each other by means of a flexible band similar to the

mainspring of a watch. The inner hub and the outer casing can thus rotate relative

to each other due to the difference in their angular rates. The band winds around

the hub, lowering the moment of inertia as centrifugal force pushes the band against

the outer casing, thus increasing the total inertia of the system.

The way the system operates is that there is a balance between the centrifugal

force on the band, the relative angular velocity between the inner hub and the

outer casing and the torque applied to the mechanism through the rate of change

in angular momentum of the band.

Gulia has described the operation of the coiled band flywheel in detail [4,5,61. The

flexible band begins in a stable position pressed against the outer casing due to
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centrifugal force. The inner hub is clutched to a shaft from which the energy is to

be gained. This action causes the band to accumulate onto the inner hub, increasing

the moment of inertia of the inner segment of the mechanism. In addition to the

change in the moment of inertia of the system, the centrifugal force on the band

acts as a torque effecting the rotation. Both of these effects tend to absorb the

energy from the rotational shaft connected to the energy source; but for Gulia's

device, the torque effect is dominant [2].

As the shaft is slowed down, the angular rate of the outer casing accelerated by the

reaction torque from the band becomes greater than that of the shaft and the band

starts to wind inside the outer casing. As the band is being unwound from the hub,

the centrifugal force associated with it still applies a negative torque to the shaft.

D. G. Ullman also analyzed the concept of a band variable-inertia flywheel (BVIF)

[2], and subsequently applied it to powering an inertia load [7,8,9,10]. His main

objective was to verify Gulia's experimental results within the dynamic behavior of

an actual system. Based upon Ullman's analysis, a band variable-inertia flywheel

system was designed and constructed.

Ullman's work [10] demonstrates that the power is transferred to or from the BVIF

by two means: RPM variation and moment-of-inertia change. Thus, the BVIF

is capable of releasing torque to produce energy while increasing in its rotational

rate. The power released by lowering the BVIF moment of inertia is used to both

accelerate the BVIF and to provide power to the inertial load.

The band-type variable-inertia flywheel thus appears to have the highest potential

for application as an energy storage source for a moving vehicle of the flywheel
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configurations presented [2]. Tillman went on to describe both the geometry 191,

and the dynamic equations of motion of the BVIF system powering an inertial load

[10]. He concludes that a band variable-inertia flywheel system is capable of storing

and releasing energy to a load, while the load speeds up and the elements of the

BVIF slow down. This can be accomplished by the BVIF system alone, without re-

quiring the addition of an intermediate continuously-variable transmission normally

necessitated when a conventional fixed-inertia flywheel is integrated into a moving

vehicle. These latter designs and their limitations are discussed below.

2.3 The Fixed-Inertia Flywheel Integrated Bus

Although the performance characteristics of a flywheel-integrated urban transit bus

have been investigated by researchers in the United States and several European

countries, the buses in the all of these studies have focused on the fixed-inertia fly-

wheel as an energy storage device. In the United States, General Electric and Gar-

rett Ai Research Corporation had parallel contracts to design and build the necessary

prototype components of these systems for laboratory testing [11,12,13,14,15,14

Flywheel systems require a continuously-variable transmission (CVT) to transmit

power between the flywheel and the vehicle's drive wheels. However, a CVT can pro-

vide some fuel economy even without an energy-storing flywheel. Lawson presents a

thorough review of computer simulations that have examined attempts to integrate

the flywheel energy storage unit and the CVT [11]. Many of these studies deter-

mined the incorporation of a CVT with flywheel energy storage for regenerative
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braking to be the most appropriate type of transmission for an urban bus, pre-

dicting fuel saving ranges of 12 to 32 percent, depending on the simulated driving

conditions.

One major research center engaged in a study of flywheel-integrated buses is the

U.S. Department of Transportation, Cambridge, Massachusetts. The flywheel en-

ergy storage program conducted by this organization has attempted to analyze the

operational requirements and conceptual design of the flywheel to meet the energy

needs of fixed-route, multi-stop, urban transit vehicles [17,18,19,20]. The simula-

tion model used a continuously-variable transmission and a control subsystem to

optimize fuel consumption in an "on-off" mode of engine operation. The results

of their testing projected a reduction in fuel consumption for vehicles with driving

cycles having more than four stops per mile [19].

Research in West Germany is being lead by the M.A.N. Bus Manufacturing Com-

pany, the second largest producer of trucks and buses in that European country.

M.A.N. is not only seeking to integrate flywheel energy into its vehicles to improve

fuel economy, but also to provide a regenerative braking system. Since 1977, re-

searchers on this project have incorporated a flywheel energy storage device with a

continuously-variable transmission (CVT) to store the energy normally dissipated

through braking, extracting it for the next acceleration mode. This has been shown

to result in fuel savings of up to 30 percent [21,22,23,24,25].

M.A.N. was also involved in a project with the Daimler-Benz Company that had

the financial backing of the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology of West

Germany. A prototype bus with a flywheel energy storage unit was constructed for
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testing. Instead of the usual mechanical gear box with a fluid-coupling torque con-

vertor, this model was designed with a variable-hydrostatic transmission following

the engine. This regenerative braking system for city buses with diesel engines cut

fuel consumption by up to 25 percent [26,27,28,29].

The main problem facing these two M.A.N. designs is the complex control system

and coupling that is needed to regulate the mechanical efforts of the flywheel with

the engine propulsion during acceleration and cruising of the bus. Since the flywheel

slows down as the bus accelerates, and it speeds up as the vehicle is braking, there

is a definite need for a transmission system capable of matching the differing per-

formances of these elements in the several driving modes. Although impressive fuel

economy was demonstrated, once again the addition of the transmission complicates

these designs and increases their overall costs.

The British Petroleum Company of the United Kingdom has developed a Kinetic

Energy Storage System (KESS) designed to meet a regenerative braking application

suitable for use on passenger-carrying vehicles 130,311. KESS was primarily built to

fulfill the energy requirement of a transit bus accelerating from stop to a cruising

speed; but another design objective was to construct a relatively light-weight system

that would be acceptable to the bus manufacturers, and that could, in principle, be

retrofitted into existing buses.

KESS is comprised of a rotor and an inner safety casing, housed within a main casing

and associated with ancillaries (Figure 2.3.1) [31]. Energy is transmitted to and from

the rotor by a 4:1 gearbox mounted on an adapter plate which incorporates an oil

pump for feeding oil to the system. The obvious problem with this design is that
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Figure 2.3.1 Kinetic Energy Storage System (KESS) [311
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the system, as a combination of many different parts, has become a complex unit.

Storing or gaining energy in the KESS requires the incorporation of an infinitely-

variable transmission, which, as has been seen before in the M.A.N. designs, only

compounds the control problem of the bus.

In 1976, Volvo Bus Company in Sweden began developing a new propulsion system

for urban buses [32,33,34,35]. This system used a smaller than normal diesel engine

(100 KW) connected to a gyro flywheel and variable hydraulic pump. The engine

power was transmitted by pressurized oil via a hydrostatic transmission (hydraulic

pump/hydraulic motor) connected mechanically to the drive gear. The first exper-

imental bus was successfully tested in the summer of 1977 with a reduction in fuel

consumption of 15 to 25 percent [32].

In the Netherlands, the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN) has con-

ducted a performance evaluation of city buses and trains equipped with an inte-

grated energy storage flywheel [36,37]. The flywheel recaptures dissipated energy

and enables it to be reused during the next acceleration of the vehicle. This en-

ergy is stored on and released from the flywheel by means of a continuously-variable

transmission; this, in itself, increases the complexity, weight, and cost of the system.

Another design for incorporating a flywheel energy storage unit into a hybrid city

bus is being studied for the Italian National Research Council at the Dipartimento

di Meccanica, Politecnico di Torino, Italy 1381. The geometric configuration of this

flywheel is aimed at obtaining a high energy density with the lowest possible com-

plexity and cost. Extensive theoretical and experimental studies were performed

to develop this flywheel configuration; and, only when all problems seemed to be
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solved, were the prototypes built. Some dynamic problems were eventually encoun-

tered, attributable more to the inadequate bearings and transmission than to the

flywheel design itself [38].

Two different system concepts for the hybrid bus have been conducted since the

middle of 1976 by the Italian Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche as part of their

project "Energetic, Subproject Traction" [39,40]. One design features a diesel en-

gine, storage battery, and electric propulsion system; while the second attempts to

develop a diesel engine, flywheel, hydromechanical, and power split transmission.

The main focus of both projects has been to reduce the vehicle's fuel consumption

by a proper control strategy. The results show an improvement in the fuel economy

of the vehicle-integrated flywheel, but the complexity of the control systems and

the addition of the CVT for power circulation between the flywheel and the vehicle

remain drawbacks to be overcome.

The application of flywheels to transit buses and their power supply system has

also been studied in Japan [41,42]. The Japanese sought to implement this design

to reduce the exhaust emissions from their vehicles while enhancing the economic

performance of the power system. The feasibility of the flywheel use was inves-

tigated; and it was found possible with current technology to develop practical

flywheel cars and buses, as well as to develop flywheel-hybrid cars for wider use.

However, although it was shown to be technically possible to develop flywheel reg-

ulators for peak loads, there still remain difficult-to-solve economic problems before

these flywheels can be put into practical use [41].

The main disadvantage encountered with most of the flywheel systems described
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above is the necessary addition of some kind of continuously-variable transmission,

as well as a means of controlling the amount of energy to be stored into or released

from the flywheel. This increases the cost and complexity of the whole system,

often negating any fuel economy to be gained by integrating the flywheel into the

power system of the bus. Therefore, a flywheel design which would eliminate this

need for a CVT while preserving the benefits of the flywheel in fuel economy and

bus performance is the focus of this dissertation.
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3 THE GEOMETRY OF THE BAND VARIABLE-INERTIA

FLYWHEEL

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a brief overview of the band variable-inertia flywheel, the

dynamic modeling of the BVIF system, and an analysis of the system's behavior

during acceleration, cruise, and deceleration of an inertial load, through numerical

computer simulation.

The Band Variable-Inertia Flywheel is constructed of a hollow cylinder (the outer

casing) and an independent solid shaft (the inner hub) (Figure 3.1.1) [81. A graph-

ical representation of the BVIF plan view is drawn in Figure 3.1.2; its geometric

configuration is presented in Figure 3.1.3.

The relationship between the inner hub and the outer casing is established by a

thin flexible material-the band. One end of the band is connected to the hub, while

its opposite end is attached to the inner surface of the cylinder in such manner

that the band will unwind from the inner hub and wind about the outer casing

depending upon their relative velocities. Fixing the inertia of the inner hub and

the outer casing, any variation in the amount of band material wrapped around

the hub will describe the change in the moment of inertia, and therefore the inertia

characteristics of the BVIF. Ullman provides a detailed geometric analysis of the

BVIF system [81.
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3.2 The Variable-Inertia Flywheel Concept

Prior to examining the concept of the band variable-inertia flywheel in more detail,

it will be helpful to consider the flywheel in its simpler form the fixed-inertia

flywheel and the variable-inertia flywheel. The potential of the flywheel for use as

an energy storage source within a moving vehicle will also be discussed.

In mathematical form, the flywheel's governing equation of motion is represented as

the function of the mass moment of inertia and the angular rate of the disk. That

is:

1
E = 21c2 (3.2.1)

Varying the flywheel's rotational speed is the only means of changing the energy

content of the system. Any reduction in rotational rate causes energy to be re-

leased from the flywheel. As a load being powered by the flywheel normally re-

quires a constant or even increasing rotational rate power source, this reduction

in rotational speed is a distinct disadvantage. However, any continuously variable

transmission (CVT) such as a traction drive, a hydraulic pump and motor, or an

electric generator and motor can be employed to compensate for this mismatch in

rotational rate. Extensive Research has been conducted regarding the use of CVT

as an intermediate means for transferring power from the flywheel to the prime

load [43,44,45,46,471. Yet, such systems still remain complex, inefficient, limited in

power-handling capability, and costly.

Rather than the angular speed of the flywheel, an alternative method for storing and

regaining energy from this device does exist and may be derived by reconsidering
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the equation for kinetic energy (Equation 3.2.1). This alternative achieves a change

in energy by varying the flywheel's moment of inertia, rather than its rotational
speed [2,7,8,9,10].

Mass moment of inertia is a function of the mass and its effective radius from the

rotational axis. It is expressed by the relation I = I ta dm. Altering I requires that

the geometry of the flywheel about the spin axis be variable, implying the existence

of some moving components in the flywheel as its rotational rate changes. The

resulting mechanism is the Variable-Inertia Flywheel (VIF).

In comparison to the Fixed-Inertia Flywheel (FIF), the design of the variable-inertia

flywheel will be by far more complicated and will result in a weight increase per

unit-energy-stored relative to a comparable fixed-inertia design. However, if a VIF

could replace both a FIF and the CVT, this weight gain due to addition of VIF

system might still result in a much lighter system overall [21. It is therefore possible

to hypothesize that a variable-inertia flywheel integrated into a vehicle for auxiliary

energy storage could result in a lighter, less costly, and more efficient vehicle when

compared to a similar model employing the conventional fixed- inertia flywheel.

3.3 Dynamic Modeling of the BVIF

This section establishes a set of equations that relate the angular rate of the BVIF

system to the torques being developed due to the moment of inertia and angular

rate variation.

The BVIF configuration defines its energy and power content in combination with
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the relative motion of the hub and the casing. The Lagrange Method is applied

to develop the governing dynamic equations of motion [9]. As long as the BVIF

rotates in a horizontal plane, the variation in the potential energy of the system

does not become a significant factor. Therefore, the behavior of the system can best

be explained when the kinetic energy is used as the primary base for evaluation of

the equations of motion. The kinetic energy in the system is directly proportional

to the change in the moment of inertia and the square of the angular rate of each

component.

Although there always exists a small portion of the band material which is traveling

both radially and rotationally as the band transfers between the inner hub and the

outer casing, this amount of material is negligible compared to the total mass of

the band. Its effect upon the change in kinetic energy is insignificant and does not

result in any critical error in computation. Thus, the total kinetic energy of the

system is described as:
1

E = 21;w; + (3.3.1)

where the subscripts i and o indicate the inner and outer segments of the BVIF.

and I, include the fixed moment of inertia of the inner hub and the outer casing,

as well as the corresponding band material inertia.

The generalized forces (torques) applied to each segment of the BVIF are expressed

as two independent coordinates: e, of the inner hub and 0 of the outer casing. The

following equations of motion describe the behavior of the system:

d aKE 8KE
dt Se; L."

d aKE 8KE
ac

_ E To (3.3.3)aj,

(3.3.2)
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where E Ti and ST, represent the resultant external torque contribution of the

inner hub and outer casing of the BVIF respectively. Due to the chronological

variability of the inertias, the above relations are functions of four generalized vari-

ables; 4, (au 4, and coc,. The exact nature of the relationship among these four

variables is dependent upon the manner of connection to and the characteristics of

the system into which the band variable-inertia flywheel is integrated [9]. Perform-

ing the proper differentiations in Equations (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) yields the dynamic

differential equations of motion that predict the behavior of the BVIF system.

The next section further discusses the implications of the BVIF concept and the

BVIF concept and presents the equations of motion that describe the dynamical

behavior of the BVIF.

3.4 BVIF System Options

The band variable-inertia flywheel is a two degree-of-freedom system composed of

two independent rotational elements: the hub and the casing. The characteristic

behavior of a BVIF system varies depending upon the method in which these ele-

ments are interrelated. Ullman [9,10] has proposed three basic design configurations.

These three configurations are briefly described below.

In the simplest of its formsType I BVIF the inner hub shaft and outer cylinder

have no mechanical means of connection except for the band material attachment.

This attachment maintains the two degree-of-freedom system. Type I has its inner

hub connected to the load and is capable of accelerating the load from rest to a
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constant speed. However, the lack of direct mechanical control over the motion of

the outer casing in Type I can prove to be a problem in actual application [14

The second option for a BVIF configurationType IIuses a fixed-ratio gear system

as an intermediate means of connecting the hub and the casing. This reduces the

system to a single degree-of-freedom unit, and the load or power source is still

attached to the hub shaft. Ullman's analysis indicates that, Type II applications

are limited due to the fact that the Type H BVIF is extremely sensitive to load size

and the gear ratio used between the hub and the casing [9].

Finally, the third configuration considered for a BVIFType HIlinks the inner hub

and the outer casing to two elements of a planetary gear set, while the third element

of the planetary gear subsystem is associated with the inertial load powered by the

BVIF. However, the implementation of this system is by far the most complex of

the three, since the addition of the planetary gear set produces an independent

angular rate for each of its three elements. Despite its complexity, this system

offers the most promise for versatility in operation [10]. When the planetary gear

set is incorporated into the system, the Type III BVIF is capable of accelerating a

load, while the angular rates of both the inner hub and outer casing are decreasing

[10].

3.5 BVIF Acceleration and Deceleration an Inertial Load

A schematic diagram of the Type III BVIF powering an inertial load is shown in

Figure 3.5.1, [48]. When the load is being accelerated, the inner hub is connected
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to the carrier arm of the planetary gear from the outer casing to the ring gear; the

inertial load is linked to the sun gear. This arrangement is illustrated in Figure

3.5.2. In this figure, the clutch C1 is connecting the BVIF inner hub to the carrier

arm of the planetary gear set. The clutch C. is the interconnection between the

outer casing and the ring gear, and the sun gear of the planetary set engages with

the inertial load through clutch Cy.

Ullman has derived and presented the dynamic equations of motion for this par-

ticular assembly [10]. For convenience, the set of six simultaneous equations are

restated here. Based on Newton's Second Law of Motion, the result of all the ex-

ternal torques applied to a rigid body must equate the time rate of change of its

angular momentum. Thus, for the inner and outer sections of BVIF, each experi-

encing external forces, the relationships are:

d
Tb (l )

dt

Tb = d (.4 o)
dt

(3.5.1)

(3.5.2)

where the moment of inertia associated with the inner hub, Is, and outer casing, 4,

can be described in the following form [9]:

Pb 4 4 -r A
T=

2
if

pbI
=

( 4 4
T4 r3)

(3.5.3)

(3.5.4)

In the above equations, p and b are the material density and width of the band.

The terms n and /if are the radius and the fixed inertia of the inner hub, while r4

and 41 are the inner radius and the fixed inertia of the outer casing respectively.
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Here, Tb is the torque in the flexible band. An expression for 2-15 is also included [91:

where:

Ta
1= nhpb 7373 [ 2 2 2

r3(.4.7, T24.1i .
2 rg T2

n =

=

p =

b =

number of bands

band thickness

band material density

band width

In addition to the differential equations of motion (Equations 3.5.1 and 3.5.2), the

time rate of change of the band position around the inner hub, 72, may be defined

as follows [91:

(3.5.5)

. nhr3(wo wi)
72 =

27(7.3 r2)
(3.5.6)

Equations (3.5.1) through (3.5.6) fully describe the dynamic behavior of the BVIF

system.

The terms T and T. represent the external torques applied to the inner hub and

outer casing respectively, and are given in the following forms [491:

1
(3.5.7)TL

1 gr.
= gra TL (3.5.8)

1 gra

Here, gra indicates the ratio of the inner hub angular rate, wi, during the acceleration

of the load to the casing angular rate, w0, when the load shaft is stationary. In

another words, gra represents the ratio of the number of gear teeth on the ring to

the number of teeth on the sun gear of the planetary gear set. The term TL, is the

applied load torque and has the following relation:

771, = ILWL + T1 TadC01 (3 .5 .9)
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where, the terms T1 and Tadtot indicate the coulomb friction and aerodynamic

resistance torques on the load.

The load angular velocity is related to the inner hub and outer casing angular rates

through the interconnection of the planetary gearing. This relation is given as:

1 gra
(AIL = wo

1
grates

1 gra (3.5.10)

The Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta technique [501 is used to evaluate the output char-

acteristics of the BVIF system due to high nonlinearity of the system's dynamic

equations of motion, Equations (3.5.1) through (3.5.8).

Having evaluated the angular velocities of the inner hub and the outer casing,

solving the kinematic relation (Equation 3.5.8) will give the angular velocity of the

inertial load at any desired time. The BVIF system powering an inertial load must

accomplish three tasks: the load must first be accelerated, then cruised for a desired

period of time, after which it is slowed down. However, this deceleration takes place

by means of a different planetary gearing arrangement within the BVIF than does

the acceleration. The selection of an appropriate gear ratio for the epicyclic gear

train connecting the elements of the BVIF would fulfill this requirement.

There are five possible ways of connecting the elements of the BYTE and the plane-

tary gearing to decelerate the inertial load. Of these alternative combinations, only

the design which has the planetary carrier arm connected to the BVIF casing causes

the load to slow down. In this design the ring gear is connected to the load, while

the sun gear is connected to the inner hub. Deceleration is accomplished by disen-

gaging all components of the BVIF and the planetary gear in the accelerating state

and reengaging them in the manner shown in Figure 3.5.3. The BVIF inner hub
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is engaged with the planetary set sun gear through clutch C1; clutch Co connects

the BVIF outer casing and the planetary's carrier arm; and the inertial load being

decelerated engages with the ring gear via clutch CL. Deceleration is accomplished

by disengaging all.

The governing dynamic equations of motion of the system remain the same for

both acceleration and deceleration, except for the kinematic relationship which

exists between the components of the BVIF and the inertial load being decelerated.

For deceleration the load angular speed can then be derived from the following

expression:
N,

w = yor;ciA + + wo (3.5.11)

Here, N, and No indicate the number of gear teeth on the sun and ring gears

respectively of the planetary system. In terms of the gear ratio notation, grd may

be defined as the deceleration ratio of the input angular speed (sun gear) to the

output angular speed (ring gear). This equation is represented as:

Therefore,

1 grd ± 1
wz, grd(41+ grd to o-

1
= TL

grd

To
1TL.

grd

(3.5.12)

(3.5.13)

(3.5.14)

Thus, the load torque is related to the applied inner hub and outer casing external

torques.
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3.8 Type III BVIF Numerical Simulation

In this section, the output characteristics of a Type III Band Variable- Inertia Fly-

wheel as an independent energy source powering a purely inertial load are discussed.

Applying the BVIF to power an inertial load is a preliminary step which must be

accomplished before application of the BVIF to a real system is feasible. The term

"real system" implies here the urban bus, which is the main focus of this study.

An. output sample run of the computer simulation based on the equations of motion

of the system given in Section 3.5 is presented. In order to evaluate a solution to

the differential equations describing the dynamics of motion of the BVIF system,

a set of initial conditions must be prescribed. The initial conditions of the band

position around the hub, as well as the angular speed of the inner hub and the outer

casing, are given in Table 3.6.1.

Based on the parameters defined in Table 3.6.1, the BVIF performance is simulated

through a numerical computer solution and the output characteristics of the system

observed. At the beginning of the simulation, all segments of the BVIF are clutched

together spinning at the same rate, (500 rad/sec). Shortly thereafter, the elements

of the BVIF are engaged with the planetary gearing components as shown in Figure

3.6.1. That is, the inner hub is engaged to the carrier arm through clutch C while

the outer casing is engaged to the ring gear by means of clutch Co. This causes

the BVIF elements to spin relative to each other through the planetary gear ratio.

The centrifugal force drives the band material outward, decreasing the rate of band

position, r2. As the band unwinds from the inner hub, its angular rate increases; and
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Table 3.6.1 Type III BVIF Simulation Input Data

Symbol Description Value unit

it Number of bands 2

P Band material density 0.00073 lb -sect

13 Band width 1.0 in

h Band thickness 0.002 in

1 Band length 9700.0 in

ri Inner hub radius 0.5 in

r4 Outer casing inner radius 5.0 in

/if Inner hub fixed inertia 0.05 lb-in-sec2

/of

gra

Outer casing fixed inertia

Planetary set gear ratio

0.74 lb-in -sect

grd

during acceleration

Planetary set gear ratio

0.75

cuio

w.,

r2o

during deceleration

Inner hub angular speed,

initial condition

Outer casing angular speed,

initial condition

Band position around the

1.30

500

500

rad/sec

rad/sec

hub, initial condition 3.0 in
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thus, there is a decrease in the angular speed of the outer casing due to this band

material interchange. The load shaft, having a low inertia, speeds up during the

start through the planetary gear set connection in response to the torque applied.

For the purpose of clarity, the angular rate of the BVIF segments and the inertial

load during the load clutch engagement are set forth in Figure 3.6.2.

The planetary load shaft engages with the inertial load, initially at rest, through

clutch CI as indicated in Figure 3.6.1. The power supplied from the BVIF accel-

erates the load to a common speed, at which point the load clutch becomes fully

engaged. From then on, the load is accelerated with no clutch slip (Figure 3.6.3).

At a position indicated as "A" (Figure 3.6.3), all elements of the BVIF reach a

common speed where there is no band material transfer between the elements of

the BVIF for a very short moment (refer to Equation (3.5.6) where the rate of the

band position vanishes when the angular rates of the inner hub and outer casing are

equal). From then on, the inertial load is accelerated to a nearly steady speed and

the band starts to unwind from the hub and accumulate inside the casing (Figure

3.6.4).

When the load is to be decelerated, the BVIF segments are disengaged from the

planetary gear set. As shown in Figure 3.6.5, this results in a sudden decrease in

the load shaft angular speed, (w1), simply due to the removal of the load torque,

the inertial load now being disengaged from the load shaft. The arrangement of

the BVIF and the planetary gear set to decelerate the load (Figure 3.5.3) is then

established through clutch engagements of the BVIF inner hub and the planetary

set sun gear through clutch Ci, the outer casing and the carrier arm through clutch
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Co, and the inertial load with the ring gear through clutch CL. This arrangement

of the two systems decreases the load angular speed (Figure 3.6.6). To simplify this

last figure for the reader, the system clutches for acceleration are omitted and only

the clutches operating in deceleration are shown.

A plot of the inertial load rate as it slows down with the angular rate of the BVIF

segments is shown in Figure 3.6.7. When the decelerating load speed reaches the

value at which the band position has its starting pointposition "D"the load clutch,

once again, is disengaged and the friction force (brakes) brings the load to a complete

stop (Figure 3.6.7). This is represented by the solid line from position "D" to "E".

At this stage, the elements of the BVIF are spinning freely due to the existing

centrifugal force of the flexible band. To prevent runaway of any of these elements,

they are locked together by a friction clutch from position "D" to "E" (Figure 3.6.7).

The friction clutch, in this particular case, locks the inner hub and the outer casing

of the BVIF. The load shaft will also rotate with the same angular speed as both

the inner hub and the outer casing, based on the kinematic relation of the three

elements interconnected by means of the planetary gear train (Equation 3.5.12).

In Figures 3.6.8 and 3.6.9, the change in the moment of inertia of the BVIF inner

and outer parts, as well as the equivalent inertia of the system as observed from

the load shaft, are graphed. Figure 3.6.8 is an expansion of the variation in the

moment of inertia during the load clutch engagement, while Figure 3.6.9 represents

the rate of the inertia change after the load clutch is fully engaged. The equivalent

moment of inertia of the BVIF system as seen from the BVIF load shaft is called

the "effective inertia" and is denoted by 4of. This ficticious quantity is described
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by the following relation:

I; (wi) +
Io (:).:J
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(3.6.1)

Here, I and 4 are the inertia associated with the inner hub and the outer casing

of the BVIF, respectively. This relation for the effective inertia has been used in

the computer simulation.

The moment of inertia of the material rotating at wi, li, is seen to increase initially

as the band winds in, while the inertia associated with the outer casing rotation w0,

4, decreases. Inversely proportional to the square of the load shaft angular rate,

the effective inertia dramatically increases during the load clutch engagement due

to the decrease in the load shaft angular rate (Figure 3.6.8). The effective inertia

then declines during the load acceleration until the load clutch is disengaged. With

the resultant reduction in the load shaft angular speed, once again there is a sharp

increase in the rate of effective inertia from position "B" to "C" (Figure 3.6.9).

During this period of time, the rate of effective inertia increases simply due to

the inverse square relationship with the load angular rate (Equation 3.6.1). As

load shaft angular rate drops considerably (Figure 3.6.5), it causes the /en to raise

sharply.

As the load is being decelerated with a new planetary gear ratio, grd, the band

starts to wind around the inner hub as a result of the decrease in the hub angular

speed (Figure 3.6.9). This results in an increase in the moment of inertia of the

inner segment of the BVIF. Simultaneously, the moment of inertia related to the

outer casing declines as shown in Figure 3.6.9. The effective inertia, /elf, becomes

constant only when the elements of the BVIF are locked together through clutching.
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Three additional equations are required at this point. In the simulation, the BVIF

kinetic energy, Em 71t, is determined as follows:

ir
EBVIF =

2

2
tot°

2

2 ' °
(3.6.2)

Similarly, the kinetic energy associated with the inertial load motion may be com-

puted through the relation:

1
ELOAD =

2
((4)2. (3.6.3)

Finally, energy dissipated during clutch engagement of the BVIF load shaft and the

prime load may be expressed as:

t2
EDTSP f (w1, wiz) dt. (3.6.4)

Here, WL and ay are the BVIF load shaft and load angular speeds, respectively.

The Simpson's One-Third Rule has been used to obtain the numerical solution to

the above integral [50].

The initial conditions for the inner hub and the outer casing angular speed, as

well as the band position around the hub, have been chosen to solve the dynamic

equations of the BVIF system. Therefore, the energy within the flywheel is seen

initially to be about 0.0057 hp-hr (Figure 3.6.10), and the energy content of the

inertial load is zero due to lack of motion. During acceleration, the inertial load

is brought to a nearly steady speed through energy transfer from the BVIF to the

load.

When the clutches between the elements of the BVIF and the planetary gear set

are disengaged and reengaged with a new gear ratio, the load is decelerated; and
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therefore, the load's energy has been decreased. Similarly, the moment of inertia

associated with the inner segment of the BVIF is increased due to the fact that the

flexible band is accumulated around the inner hub. When the band measured from

the center of the hub reaches the vicinity of its standpoint prior to acceleration, the

elements of the BVIF are clutched together, the load clutch CL is disengaged and

the brake is applied to further slow down the load.

When the BVIF segments are free to spin, they do not experience any external

torque, with the exception of the band, where tension is produced as the band

transfers from the inner hub to the outer casing. When the load clutch engages the

planetary load shaft and the inertial load, the load torque developed between the

clutch disks affects the elements of the BVIF through the planetary gear set (Equa-

tions 3.5.7, 3.5.8, 3.5.13, and 3.5.14). After the load clutch is fully engaged, the

load torque is evaluated by the Newtonian Law for the Rate of Angular Momentum

(Equation 3.5.9). The torques associated with the inner hub, T and outer casing,

To, are similarly evaluated.

The torque time history of the system is shown in Figure 3.6.11; also illustrates

the torque related to the band, 71. "A" in Figure 3.6.11 represents the position

where the load clutch is fully engaged. At position "B ", where the angular rates

of the BVIF segments and the inertial load reach a common value, the torques

associated with the elements of the flywheel and the band torque reach their peak.

As the load being powered by the BVIF accelerates, the torques vanish until the

load begins to decelerate at the position marked "C". At the location indicated by

"D", the elements of the BVIF are clutched together and the torques applied to

each segment become a constant.
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The time histories of the system's power circulation are presented in Figures 3.6.12

through 3.6.14. In Figure 3.6.12, the power flow through the planetary gear system

is shown. Pi, is the power given up by the BVIF to the load, P. is the power

transferred to the outer casing through torque T., and P, is the power input to

the planetary system from the inner hub through Z. Notice that the sum of these

powers is at all times zero (Figure 3.6.12).

The inner hub power, P, can be evaluated using the product of the inner hub torque

and angular rate. However, it may also be computed from the band torque, T6 ,

and the rate of change in the energy stored in the mass rotating at speed, w,. This

latter computation utilizes the following equations [9]:

4 lb =

and thus,

The relation for E is expressed as:

where,

f34.4, r2wi

r3 r2

Pa = Towb

Pi= Ei +
dt

1
Et; =

2
-1;4

(3.6.5)

(3.6.6)

(3.6.7)

(3.6.8)

If this last equation is substituted in Equation (3.6.5) and the differentiation per-

formed, then:

.131= " Pb.
2 " ' (3.6.9)

The first term in Equation (3.6.9) corresponds to the change in the inertia; the

second term to the speed change. These two terms, .11, and P1, , and their sum
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are plotted in Figure 3.6.13. The variation in the inner hub power P,, and is

plotted after the load clutch is being fully engaged (position "A" in Figure 3.6.13).

Ph and Pi. both increase during the early stage of the load acceleration due to the

increase in the inner hub angular rate cai. When the elements of the BVIF reach a

common angular velocity (position "A" in Figure 3.6.3), the time rate of change of

the inner hub angular rate vanishes momentarily and causes the power P.,, to go to

zero. The time derivative of the inner hub moment of inertia, I, can be expressed

in the following relation. Differentiating Equation 3.5.3 gives:

22rpbri.2 (3.6.10)

Since r3 is zero when cui = co. (Equation 3.5.6), Equation (3.6.10) gives a value for

Pi, of zero. This can be observed in Figure 3.6.13 at the position denoted as "C".

Using the same procedure, the power for the outer casing is represented in Figure

3.6.14.

In Figure 3.6.15, the various power values from Figures 3.6.12, 3.6.13, and 3.6.14 are

shown simultaneously in a power flow diagram at a selected time. The main purpose

of this diagram is to verify the previously described equations relating the powers

associated with elements of the BVIF. For instance, that the summation of Pi, P,
and P6 equates the inner hub power (Equation 3.6.9) is, in fact, shown in Figure

3.6.15. Here, the band power is the total power given to the inner hub, Pt; the power

due to the change in the inner hub speed, P,.; and the power due to the change in

the inner segment inertia of the inner hub, P. Note that P, = Po + + Pj098; the

power input to the BVIF system is equivalent to the power given to the load, the

outer casing, and the power loss within the BVIF system.
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The power losses in the BVIF system include the column friction and aerodynamic

drags, as well as the losses through the clutches within the system itself. As the

clutches engage instantly, losses through each clutch should be less than one percent

of the input power. All power losses from the clutches, friction, and aerodynamic

drag have been accounted for in the computation of the powers associated with the

different elements of the BVIF.
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4 CONVENTIONAL URBAN BUS SYSTEM

4.1 Introduction

This chapter is devoted to a discussion of the performance of a conventional ur-

ban bus. It includes a detailed description of the bus configuration, its physi-

cal dimensions, and the characteristics of the engine, torque convertor, and power

transmission. Based on the data provided by the engine manufacturers the engine

horsepower, power losses, and torque variation in terms of the engine speed are

discussed. The torque convertor characteristics are introduced and the features of

the automatic transmission and the drive axle are presented. Further, the dynamic

equation of motion of the bus over a prescribed course are derived based on the

tractive effort provided by the engine against the rolling friction and aerodynamic

drag forces acting on the bus. The term "performance" are defined in four major

areas: acceleration, short cruise, deceleration and fuel consumption. A mathemat-

ical model of the bus and a digital computer simulation examine the dynamics of

these parameters over a prescribed terrain.

The most widely-used city bus in the nation, a Detroit Diesel Allison passenger coach

has been chosen for this performance evaluation. This bus is equipped with a diesel

engine, Model 6V-92 TA, and an automatic transmission, Model V-731. Because

of its popularity, the performance characteristics of this vehicle are well-known and

well-suited to the task of inner-city transit. It can be considered representative of

the class of conventionally-powered vehicles under examination here.
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The most practical representation of the engine characteristics is an engine perfor-

mance curve. The curves for this bus model are presented in the latter sections of

this chapter and are based on data provided by the manufacturers of the engine

and transmission. The transmission characteristics are specified by gear ratio for

various speed applications. The chassis performance is described by the vehicle

weight, frontal area, aerodynamic and rolling resistance factors, tire size, friction,

accessory power requirements and similar data.

4.2 Bus Input Data Provided by the Manufacturer

The input data required for the simulation program encompass the engine perfor-

mance, torque convertor characteristics, power transmission performance, and the

physical data associated with the vehicle. The coefficients of aerodynamic drag,

rolling friction, grades, and velocities encountered in traveling various routes are

important as well. Since the performance data are best presented in the form of

plotted graphs and tables, the available data furnished by the manufacturer on the

engine, transmission, torque convertor, and the drive axle are introduced prior to

their use in the computer simulation [51]. The bus configuration data are given in

Table 4.2.1.

The engine performance curve is presented in the form of the engine maximum

gross horsepower; the net torque output as a function of engine speed. Figure

4.2.1 represents the range of engine gross horsepower, or brake horsepower, that

exists before accounting for power losses due to any engine accessories. The net
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Table 4.2.1 Bus Configuration Data [51]

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION VALUE

GW Gross Vehicle Weight 30014 lbs

PW Passengers Weight 3000 Ups

Tr Tire Radius 1.758 ft

Nt Wheel Revolution /Mlle 478

NUMT Total Number of Tires 6

A f Bus Frontal Area 79.36 f ta

D Bus Engine Displacement 552 m3
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horsepower is then evaluated by subtracting the power used by these accessories

from the gross horsepower. The net engine torque output, in terms of engine rpm,

is plotted in Figure 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Engine Horsepower

The term "horsepower" may be defined in two ways: gross horsepower or net horse-

power. Gross horsepower is measured on a dynamometer, where the effects of

friction on the vehicle or power drain from accessories such as the fan or air con-

ditioning are minimized. The gross horsepower is primarily intended for engine

comparison only. Net horsepower, however, represents the actual operating condi-

tions of the vehicle and takes into account the drag of friction and the inefficiencies

caused by all accessories. It is the net horsepower curve that is used for performance

consideration (521.

The horsepower curve provided by the manufacturer plots the gross horsepower

variation versus the engine speed. A graphical representation of the engine gross

horsepower, net horsepower, and accessory horsepower are shown in Figure 4.2.1.

The variation of engine horsepower is dependent on the engine speed and can be

represented by a third degree polynomial equation of the following form which fits

best with the data provided by the manufacturer:

hpg,.. = 9h1 + gh2Ne + 9h31\11 gh4N, (4.2.1)

where N. is the engine speed in rpm, and ghl through gh4 are the constants of the

polynomial with the following numerical values:

ghl = 139.082
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gh2 = 0.42935

ghs = 1.6683E-04

gh4 = 2.44487E-08

The horsepower curve is rated at standard atmospheric conditions and must be

corrected for temperature, pressure, and humidity to the prevailing conditions. This

is accomplished by means of the following equation:

Corrected Horsepower (HP)

= Correction Factor (hpcf) * Gross Horsepower (hp.4,4).

Here, the correction factor is calculated using the relationship given in the 1977

SAE Handbook [531:

HPCF
29 (460 + TEMP)

(4.2.2)

in which,

BARP - WVP 545.0

BARP = Barometric pressure (in. Hg)

WVP = Water vapor pressure (in. Hg)

TEMP = Ambient air temprature (°F)

This correction is normally valid for a dry barometric pressure range of 28 to 30

inches of mercury and a temperature of between 60 to 110 °F [53j.

4.2.2 Accessory Horsepower

The accessory horsepower is defined as that power required to run all items not in-

cluded in the engine gross power curve. In general, the water pump, power steering,
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air conditioning and alternator are considered accessories. In the simulation pro-

gram, it is assumed that the accessory power is strictly a function of engine speed.

The engine accessory horsepower curve for this particular engine is presented in

Figure 4.2.1. A mathematical form of the variation of the engine accessory power

in terms of the engine speed is given as follows:

hpac. = ahi ah2N + ah3N: + ah4N:

The constants of this polynomial are:

chi = 4.39207

ah2 = 2.33813E-03

elk = 5.22E-07

ah4 = 2.39541E-09

4.2.3 Net Horsepower

(4.2.3)

Now that the gross engine horsepower and the amount of power loss to engine

accessories have been defined, the net engine horsepower available at the engine

flywheel is simply calculated by subtracting the accessory horsepower from the

gross horsepower.

Thus,

hPnet = hPgross hPace (4.2.4)

Operating in conjunction with the engine, the most important parameter of the

torque convertor is its speed ratio: the convertor output speed divided by its input
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speed. Figure 4.2.3 graphs the relation between the engine speed and the torque

convertor speed ratio.

The torque convertor is located between the vehicle's engine and the drive train

and is similar to a fluid coupling with the addition of a stator. In response to

load variation, the torque convertor provides infinitely variable torque during the

acceleration of the bus within its speed ratio limit. Figure 4.2.4 demonstrates that

the convertor efficiency approaches a constant value as its speed ratio becomes unity.

When the output speed of the torque convertor is identical to its input speed, the

convertor is automatically locked. This occurs directly as a function of the road

load speed (Table 4.2.2). The terms L and C indicate the respective lock and unlock

positions of the torque convertor during operation. In this table, the operation of

the torque convertor is presented during both acceleration and deceleration of the

bus.

Throughout the initial acceleration state, the torque convertor is unlocked. The

automatic transmission shifts from first gear to second at speed of 14.7 mph; 1C -

2C in Table 4.2.2 represents this shift. At a speed of 26.22 mph, the torque convertor

locks, 2C - 2L, which indicates a ratio of input to output of unity. After locking,

the efficiency of the torque convertor is assumed to be a constant of approximately

95 percent (Figure 4.2.4). Finally, the transmission shifts from secondgear to third

(2L - 3L) at a speed of 34.4 mph.

The operation of torque convertor during the bus deceleration is also indicated in

Table 4.2.2. The transmission downshifts from third to second gear (3L - 2L) takes

place at a speed of 31.26 mph. The torque convertor unlocks at a speed of 23.66
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Table 4.2.2 Torque Convertor Operation Relative to the Bus Speed [51]

ACCELERATION DECELERATION

TRANSMISSION

UPSHIFT

BUS SPEED

( mph )
TRANSMISSION

DOVNSHIFT
BUS SPEED

( nph )

IC 2C 14.70 2C - IC 1L67

2C 21_ 26.22 2L - 2C 23.66

2L - 3L 34.30 3L - 2L. 31.26
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mph while the transmission is operating in second gear; 2L - 2C in Table 4.2.2

notes this change. At last when the bus speed reaches 11.67 mph, the transmission

completes its final downshift from second to the first gear. The torque convertor

remains unlocked (2C - 1C).

The automatic transmission used for the simulation has three forward speeds and

one reverse speed. The data on the gear ratios and efficiencies for each gearing

arrangement are given in Table 4.2.3. The efficiency of a given mechanical power

transmission device is not constant. Regardless of how simple or complex it might be

mechanically, its efficiency varies as a function of engine rpm, magnitude, and sense

of transmitted torque [54]. However, the simulation assumes a constant efficiency

in each gearing ratio and these values are given in Table 4.2.3.

The rear axle efficiency is usually modeled as a function of driveshaft torque. For

the purpose of this study, it is taken to be 96.13, a constant supplied by the manu-

facturer 151].

4.3 Vehicle Forces

The bus traveling on a road is subjected to certain forces. A free body diagram of

these forces is shown in Figure 4.3.1. The important forces acting on the vehicle are:

the driving forces from the power plant, namely tractive force, Ft; the aerodynamic

force, Fed; the rolling resistance, F11; the weight of the vehicle, Fa. It is more

convenient to group these the following categories:

1. Engine and Power Plant
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(a) Tractive effort

2. Resistance Forces

(a) Aerodynamic

(b) Rolling

(c) Grade

In the following sections, a detailed discussion of the bus characteristics is presented.

4.4 Drive line Losses

The available engine horsepower that reaches the driven wheelsthe tractive effort

horsepowerdepends upon the efficiency of the driveline components. These drive-

line components provide the intermediate connection between the engine flywheel

and the driven wheels. The overall driveline efficiency is basically the product of

the efficiencies of the torque convertor, power transmission and the axle shaft. Most

losses are attributed to the torque convertor and the fluid coupling phenomenon,

while the transmission efficiency is assumed to be constant in each of the gearing

operations. The vehicle's transmission gear ratio and the corresponding efficiencies

are presented in Table 4.2.3.

Thus,

DLeff = TC,ff * TReff * AXLeff (4.4.1)

where,



Table 4.2.3 Transmission Gear Ratios and Efficiency [511

GEARING GEAR RATIO % EFFICIENCY

irs
cea
3
ce
m
a.

1 2.0206 93,0

2 1.3827 96.0

3 1.0000 98.0

REVERSE 1.6667 98.0
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13111/ = Drive line Efficiency

TC111 = Torque Convertor Efficiency

TR, f f = Transmission Efficiency

AXL.ff = Axle Efficiency

Figure 4.2.4 presents the torque convertor efficiency as a function of the speed ratio.

4.5 Tractive Effort

The bus tractive force may be determined by deducting the amount of power used

for accessories from the engine gross power, then multiplying that difference by the

previously evaluated driveline efficiency. This results in the horsepower available at

the driven wheels.

Thus,

hpium DLef f (hpf,.. hp.). (4.5.1)

The driving force or tractive effort is then calculated using the following relation:

375
Ft = hP.ki

where, V = Vehicle velocity in miles per hour.

(4.5.2)

The velocity is expressed in terms of: engine speed, Ne; overall gear reduction, gr,.;

and tire revolutions per mile, NN:

V60(Ne)(TC)(gr,)(Nt)

where TC is the torque convertor speed ratio.

(4.5.3)



Substituting this relation for velocity in Equation (4.6.2) gives:

(grout)(Nt)Ft =375hpht
60(Ne)(TC,t).

4.6 Resistance Forces
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(4.5.4)

The two major resistance forces examined in this simulation are air resistance and

the tire rolling force. As the grade force is a direct function of the vehicle weight

and inclined angle of the roadway (F, = W sin 0) , variations in road grade have not

been considered in this study. The performance of the bus has been evaluated over

a fiat terrain.

4.6.1 Aerodynamic Resistance

The aerodynamic drag force on a moving vehicle is directly proportional to the

product of the drag coefficient, vehicle frontal area and velocity, and head wind

velocity. G.L. Smith presents the following empirical relation to compute the air

resistance to the motion of heavy vehicles such as trucks and coaches [52]:

BARP
Fad = 0.044258CdAf l (V + Vw)(460.0 + TEMP

where,

(4.6.1)
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Fad = Air drag force, lbf

Cd = Aerodynamic drag coefficient

Al = Vehicle frontal area, ft2

V, = Head wind velocity, miles per hour

Equation (4.6.1) corrects for air pressure and temperature variations. The values

for the above parameters used in the bus performance evaluation are:

Cd = 0.55

Al = 79.36 ft2

V = 10.0 miles/hour

The values for the aerodynamic drag coefficient, Cd, and the vehicle's frontal area,

Af, were supplied via telephone by the manufacturers. A head wind velocity of 10.0

mph is assumed throughout this simulation.

4.8.2 Rolling Resistance

The rolling resistance forces are composed of several small resistances affected by

a number of factors, among which are vehicle speed, road surface condition, vehi-

cle weight, and tire condition (wear) [55]. It is evident from the number of these

factors that the determination of practical values for the rolling resistance of com-

mercial vehicles is not an easy task. The following relation, however, results in very

satisfactory values [52]:

F pa = W (C R1 C V) S (4.6.2)

where, CRI and CR2 are the coefficients of tire rolling resistance, and Sf is the road
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surface factor:

Sf = 1.0 for highway ( Full scale tests )

4.7 The Vehicle Net Force

The net accelerating force acting on the bus is defined as:

Fium = Ft (Fad + Frail + Fa) . (4.7.1)

This force is considerable in the acceleration state; but it gradually diminishes, due

to an increase in drag forces from the air and rolling resistances. Notice that the

aerodynamic drag force, Fad (Equation 4.7.1), and the rolling friction, F,ii (Equa-

tion 4.7.2), are functions of the vehicle speed. Thus, as the bus speed increases,

these resistance forces also increase.

In heavy vehicles, the ratio of power provided by the engine to the vehicle weight

is usually much lower than the same ratio for a passenger car. It is common for

a heavy vehicle such as a truck or a coach to accelerate through the gears at full

throttle [52]. Since this study is devoted primarily to the performance of a bus,

the discussion assumes that the driver accelerates at full throttle unless otherwise

stated.

4.8 Rotational Inertias and the Vehicle Equivalent Mass
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The rotating inertia primarily consists of the engine, the engine flywheel and the

wheels. The relatively small inertia of the propeller shaft, transmission gears and

clutches, and rear axle is assumed to be negligible. The effective mass of the vehicle

during motion may be evaluated using the following relation [56]:

Mot 1
Meg = + (Lang * 91.01)2 r Ittre)

g r tire

where,

Meq

Wtot

mire

'tire

Vehicle equivalent mass, slug

= Total vehicle and passengers weight, lbf

Tire outer radius, ft

Engine, flywheel and clutch inertia, lbf -ft -sect

= Total tire, wheel and brake drum inertia, lbf -ft -sect

(4.8.1)

The values of above parameters used in computer simulations are given in Table

4.8.1.

Since the exact data were unavailable, the engine inertia determined from the fol-

lowing relation is based on a diesel engine vehicle [52]:

kng = 1 [4 + 1.6 (D )1
100

(4.8.2)

where g is the gravitational acceleration and D is the engine displacement in cubic

inches.

Likewise, the moment of inertia of the tires about the spin axis is evaluated using an

empirical relationship involving simply the outside tire and rim radia. This predicts

the moment of inertia with reasonable accuracy [57]:

Ittre = NU MT [0.5644 (rttre rrim) 0.9912 1471mn (4.8.3)
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Table 4.8.1 Bus Rotational Inertias and Equivalent Mass Data

Parameter Value

first gear
Meg

second gear

Wtot

rtire

Ieng

'tire
NUMT

rrim.

Wtrim

1105.4 lb-

-seclb 21057.4 ---tr

33300 lb

1.758 ft

1.63828 lb -ft -sect

71.8138 lb -ft -secs

6

0.9375 ft

190.5 lb
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where,

NU MT = Number of tires

Nominal rim radius, ft

Wtrsm Combined Tire and rim weight, lbf

Numerical values of above parameters are given in Table 4.8.1.

4.9 Vehicle Equation of Motion

Newton's Second Law of Motion describes the behavior of the bus as a function of

net forces applied and the equivalent mass:

mZua = (4.9.1)Ain

The variable, a, is the bus acceleration in feet per second.

Acceleration is simply the time rate of the change in velocity; thus,

dV
a dt

(4.9.2)

By substituting Equation (4.8.2) into Equation (4.9.1) and rearranging the terms,

another form of Newton's Law of Motion results:

dV
Mg dt (4.9.3)

The variables in Equation (4.9.3) may be separated by moving all velocity-dependent

terms to the right side of the equation (4.7.1):

dt = dV (4.9.4)
r aunt
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Above equation may be solved numerically using the expression given for F,, in

Equation (4.7.1).

The distance traveled, X, during this time increment then is:

17;
X t

2
(4.9.5)

Equations (4.9.4) and (4.9.5) are used to predict the time history of bus displacement

and velocity over a predetermined route.

4.10 Analysis of Vehicle Acceleration-Deceleration Modeling

A simplified block diagram of the bus motion is shown in Figure 4.10.1. This

diagram is based on the analytical equation which results in a nonlinear differential

equation expressed in terms of the vehicle's velocity. The net vehicle force available

to the rear wheels is calculated by subtracting the resistance forces, aerodynamic

friction, rolling friction, and grade force, if any, from the tractive force provided

by the power plant. The detailed dynamic model then evaluates the equivalent

mass of the vehicle, including the static mass and the inertial mass of the rotating

counterparts.

The vehicle acceleration is obtained by dividing the net force by the sum of the

vehicle mass and effective inertia mass. This effective inertia mass is composed of

the engine, the engine flywheel, and the wheels. After the engine clutch engages with

an initial velocity of zero, the vehicle accelerates from rest, reaching a desired steady

speed through appropriate transmission upshifting and torque convertor operation.
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Figure 4.10.1 Vehicle Dynamics Block Diagram
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The acceleration diminishes, and the tractive force at the drive wheels becomes

equivalent to the resistance forces of drag and coulomb friction. The bus now

cruises along the road with a constant speed. After any desired interval of time,

the brake is applied, slowing the vehicle to a complete stop through proper gear

downshifting. This allows the torque convertor to unlock at a specified vehicle speed

(Table 4.2.2). In the simulation, a coulomb friction force was applied against the

vehicle's motion to accomplish deceleration.

Incrementing the velocity with a reasonable step size of one to two miles per hour,

the elapsed time in each velocity increment and the distance traveled by the vehicle

can then be calculated. This simulation method does not present a problem with

numerical instability; it is easy to program and requires a minimum amount of

computer time. A sample output of the bus performance is presented in Chapter 6.
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5 BVIF - HYBRID URBAN BUS

5.1 Introduction

It was stated in the introduction to this dissertation that the best candidate for

incorporating a flywheel energy storage system would be a road vehicle with a

frequent stop-go cycle. Consequently, a city transit bus is chosen as representative

of this category and is the focus of the simulation study here. In addition, the BVIF

model applied to an inertial load described in Chapter Three seems to be ideal for

integration into the power system of this type of vehicle, efficiently conserving and

recycling energy for its host. However, a city transit bus is more than a pure inertial

load; it is also affected by aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance forces.

Two design problems must therefore be addressed before the BVIF system can

successfully be utilized as an assistant energy storage for the urban bus. First, the

geometrical dimensions of the BVIF have to be scaled up from the experimental

model without the loss of the generality of the system's behavior. That is to say,

the BVIF system should power an actual bus in a manner similar to that observed

in the experimental model powering an inertial load only. Secondly, the resulting

prototype-size BVIF must be so configured that it willbe able to accelerate an actual

vehicle from rest to a desired speed at least as well as a conventionally-powered

vehicle under standard road and traffic condition. A method of establishing dynamic

scaling laws is briefly discussed in the following section. The limitations of this

technique are also examined.
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The geometric configuration of a BVIF system which would fulfill the power re-

quirement of a conventional transit bus will be established using the scale modeling

algorithm developed in Section 5.2. Three alternative designs are proposed and

studied for positioning the BVIF within the vehicle. The most feasible and effi-

cient design is selected from these three and a computer simulation of the resultant

BVIF-integrated bus is then presented and discussed.

5.2 Theory of Scale Modeling and Dynamic Similarity Principles

Derivation of scaling laws by dimensional analysis requires that all the system pa-

rameters be listed and that Buckingham's Theorem [581 be applied to obtain the

functional relationship between dimensional quantities. For example, consider some

physical system, the prototype, about which it is desired to make certain predictions

or draw certain conclusions. The natural laws governing this particular system, to-

gether with a potential infinite number of significant factors (parameters), leads to

a relationship of the form:

f (xi, x2, ,x.) =0 (5.2.1)

with x1 through x designating the system parameters.

If the above relation is unique in the sense that only one relation exists among the

parameters, then the need for dimensional homogeneity leads to the requirement

that there exists an equivalent relation:

E(7rt, Ir2, Ork) = 0 (5.2.2)

Where, k independent dimensionless groups (r,) of the original dimensional param-
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eters are necessary to describe the it parameters, k = it s, and s is the minimum

number of physical dimensions (mass, length, and time). This is the general state-

ment of the well-known Buckingham ir-Theorem [59].

Where the governing equation of the system is in the form of a differential equation,

the Buckingham Theorem assumes that the equations may be put into dimensionless

form. This particular case, in which the equations of the system are dimensionally

homogeneous in rz variables, basically needs to be expressed in terms of a reference

set of s independent equations which form the dimensional products called it -terms

or variables [60,61].

The first task in scaling the experimental test model (inertial load model) to the

actual prototype size (bus model) is to identify a relevant set of the BVIF system

variables. A set of independent parameters defining the geometry of the BVIF

system are listed in Table 5.2.1. A mass-length-time (M-L-T) unit reference set is

used.

The set of equations employed to scale the geometry of the BVIF from the inertial

load model to the bus model are repeated here for the reader's convenience [9]. The

inertias associated with the inner and outer segments of the BVIF, I, and .4, are:

r=
7rpb

r2
4

ri4) +AI (5.2.3)

I =
2

7P2 b ( 4r4 r3) (5.2.4)

The BVIF energy content is:

EBVIF =
1 2 1+ row°2 (5.2.5)

Here, co, and wo are the angular rates of the inner and outer portions of the BVIF,
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Table 5.2.1 Variables involved in scaling the BVIF from model to prototype

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION DIMENSION

2.2 Inner hub radius L

r4 Outer casing radius L

r2 Band position measured

from the hub center L

nb Number of bands -

p Band material density ML-3

b Band width L

h Band thickness L

1 Band length L

4, Inner hub fixed inertia ML'

/,,, Outer casing fixed inertia ML'
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respectively. These equations apply to both the BVIF inertial load model and the

bus model. If the dependent variables of the load model are correspondingly scaled

up, the same behavior likewise should result in the bus model.

The BVIF prototype must be designed large enough to store sufficient energy to

power the vehicle through an acceleration matching the results obtained from the

simulation of the conventional bus in Chapter 3. Thus, the level of the energy in

the bus model and the inertial load model are related by a constant factor, A. This

determines the ratio of the initial amount of kinetic energy in the BIM' bus model

to the kinetic energy in the BVIF inertial load model. In other words:

EBvIPIP
Al

EBVIFIm

where the subscripts p and m denote the bus model (prototype) and the load model

(model) respectively.

(5.2.6)

According to the Buckingham ,r- Theorem, the energy relation (Equation 5.2.5)

should be nondimensionalized. Therefore, dividing both sides by the expression

44 gives:
EBVIp I; fri) 2

LW! 2 k\W,/ 2
(5.2.7)

Note that both sides of above equation are nondimensionalized and these terms are

then called r-terms. Each of the ,r -terms in the above relation must hold for both

the model and the prototype. Thus:

or

EBV IP EBV IP
-=

LW!

EBV 1.0 C4102p

EBVIPIm -Tom ut

(5.2.8)

(5.2.9)
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The term w,,,p/w, in the above relation simply indicates the ratio of the initial

angular rates of the outer casing of the bus model to those of the inertial load

model. In symbolic form, it may be represented as:

2 = A2
Wo.

(5.2.10)

The factor A2 is easily described. By engaging of the BYTE with the charging source,

in this case the vehicle engine, the elements of the BVIF can be brought to a desired

speed. From Equation (5.2.9), it follows that:

A1

and
Ion

(5.2.11)

10 Al
(5.2.12)

hits Al

where I% and /am represent the fixed moments of inertia of the outer casing for

the bus model BVIF and load model BVIF. This describes the inertia relation ratio

of the outer segment of the flywheel.

Similarly:

and

_Lk A.1

F. Al

p Al

Iihst

12'2

(5.2.13)

(5.2.14)

41, stands for the fixed-inertia of the inner hub of the bus model BVIF, while 4f.

represents the inner hub fixed-inertia of the BVIF powering the inertia load.

Consider now the expression defining 4 (Equation 5.2.3). Nondimensionalizing with

respect to the variables p, b and r1:

(a) 11 hi
pbrt 2 k,ri) pbrf

(5.2.15)



Therefore:

pbrif

or
p

pbrf

pp by ( fit)
b, kn.)

Assuming the same band material:

then:

Pp =

by (ri \
b,, kn.)

Designing to the band width, b, the following relation is obtained:

As
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(5.2.16)

(5.2.17)

(5.2.18)

(5.2.19)

(5.2.20)

Substituting this value into the combined Equations (5.1.13) and (5.1.19), it may

be concluded that:
rlpPi( Al

AA2 3

This expression defines the scaling factor for the inner hub radius.

(5.2.21)

For convenience, the following substitution may be performed to obtain the length

scale factor, A4:
/ \ 1/4

A4
asks

(5.2.22)

Following the same procedure, the scaling ratios describing the inertia of the outer

segment of the BVIF are:

= [1 (r1)
\ 4

+
41

pbr: 2 r4 pbr4
(5.2.23)
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Making the same assumption as before with regard to the band material, it is

concluded that:
P41,

A4
r4,

(5.2.24)

Rewriting the relation for rs as a function of rs (previously given) and normalizing

both sides:
n hl

9-
(r1

r4

=

p

\ 2

hl

T24

4

±

1,11

P

(r2)2\ r4

2

± (5.2.25)

(5.2.26)

(5.2.27)

(5.2.28)

(5.2.29)

r4, 2 r4 2

where n is the number of bands. Assuming:

np

Then,
hl

174

Rearranging:
12P P

h, 1,

or,
hp

r- 4,

,2A2
int

The dimensional unit

that:

and

describing h., 1, and r4 being the same, (L), it is concluded

P A4
(5.2.30)

h,n

ip
= A4 (5.2.31)

1,n

These equations identify the relationship that exists between the independent and

dependent variables of the BVIF system, once the scaling factors have been defined.
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These nondimensional scaling factorsAl, Al, and A3are listed as follows:

EBV IF 1p

E (5.2.32)A1

A2 = .16). (5.2.33)

As =
b

(5.2.34).(i
s )

A4 (5.2.35)
%X

The geometric configuration of the BVIF model can thus be scaled up to meet the

power requirements of the urban transit bus. The new dimensions derived from the

scaling equations are listed in Table 5.2.2. They will form the basis for evaluating the

performance of the BVIF-integrated bus through the computer simulation program

described later in this chapter.

5.3 The Flywheel-Integrated Bus

5.3.1 Introduction

In this section, the design specifications necessary for the integration of the band

variable-inertia flywheel into a typical city bus will be set forth and three alterna-

tive placements for the BVIF introduced. The advantages of each design will be

discussed.
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5.3.2 Design Considerations for Integrating the BVIF into the Bus

It should be noted that a flywheel used on a moving vehicle will react with a

gyroscopic moment due to any angular movement of its axis of rotation. This

gyroscopic moment is due to the flywheel spinning about one of its principal axes

of inertia with a prescribed angular velocity, while this same axis of rotation moves

relative to a Newtonian fixed frame of reference.

The highest angular velocities during normal operation of a road vehicle are experi-

enced about the yaw axis (Figure 5.3.1). For this reason, it is generally thought that

the best orientation of the flywheel axis is vertical, so that only the roll and pitch

moments are present. The proposal of this study, however, is to orient the BVIF

perpendicular to the driveline vertical axis; for, according to Genta [62], the max-

imum values of the gyroscopic moments in normal driving situations are generally

quite low regardless of the orientation of the flywheel spinning axis.

The BVIF-hybrid system accelerates the bus to a speed of approximately 26 mph

using the power drawn from the energy storage flywheel. At this speed, the torque

convertor becomes fully locked and most efficient (Table 4.2.2). This is the point

where the BVIF is disengaged from the drivetrain, allowing the bus engine to engage

and power the vehicle for the rest of the cruise motion.

The BVIF system must be integrated into the bus in such a way that it provides

the same performance during acceleration as does the conventional drivetrain. The

construction of the bus itself does not change; its overall configuration remains

the same. Given these constraints, three alternative positions for the BVIF are

evaluated and described in the following sections.



Y (yaw)

Z (pitch)

Figure 5.3.1 The Bus Orientation

X (roll)
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5.3.3 Design I.

In this design, the BVIF is placed between the engine and the conventional trans-

mission (Figure 5.3.2). For the sake of discussion, consider the dynamic equation

of motion of an inertial load, IL:

Ti = 4thz, (5.3.1)

In the above relation, the term 4, the load inertia, is a constant. The equivalent

inertia of the bus, as seen from the BVIF load shaft, must also remain fixed in

order to apply the concept of angular momentum, Equation (5.3.1). Using the Law

of Mechanical Transformation [561 to calculate the equivalent inertia of the bus

observed from the BVIF load shaft, the following equation can be derived:

/ 1
/km, (5.3.2)

(grour)2

where, grow is the overall gear ratio of the gear systems between the BVIF and the

vehicle's wheels (Figure 5.3.2). /1 is the inertia of the bus seen from the wheel axis.

Equation (5.3.2) stipulates that if the In of the vehicle is to be remained unchanged,

then the overall gear ratio, gr,, of the intermediate gear system must also stay the

same. The overall gear ratio of this design as seen from the BVIF load shaft is a

function of the vehicle's automatic transmission gear ratio. With the placement of

the BVIF between the engine and the transmission, this ratio would change when the

transmission is shifted from first to second gear at 14.7 mph (Table 4.2.2). Clearly, if

the equivalent inertia of the vehicle in this design is to remain constant, the addition

of a two-speed transmission for the system is unavoidable. Positioned between the

BVIF shaft and the bus's automatic transmission (Figure 5.3.2), this two-speed

transmission would act opposition to the vehicle's transmission during shifting from
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Figure 5.3.2 BVIF-Integrated Bus: Design I
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first to second and allow the numerical value of the inertial load to remain constant,

thus fulfilling the design requirements. Therefore, this design not only decreases the

overall system efficiency, but also increases the weight, complexity, and the cost of

the design.

5.3.4 Design U.

In Design II (Figure 5.3.3), the position of the BVIF is between the driveline differ-

ential and the driving wheels. This configuration seeks to reduce the power losses in

both conventional automatic transmission and the vehicle's drive axle. In so doing,

Design II has two advantages over Design I. It is far less costly and complex to

implement in a bus. Furthermore, Design II does not require the addition of the

two-speed transmission system necessary in the previous configuration.

However, in order to provide power sufficient to meet the requirements of the vehicle

acceleration process, the flywheel of Design II must be enlarged to a size too big

to fit the standard configuration of the transit coach contour. This alternation is

necessitated by the fact that the equivalent inertia mass of the vehicle seen from the

BVIF load shaft is very large, and a large applied torque and high initial angular

velocity is required to accelerate the load. In addition to this handicap, the gear

ratio of the bevel gear between the BVIF load shaft and vehicle drive shaft must

be made large enough to reduce the effective inertial load (Figure 5.3.3). This

represents a major disadvantage, of Design II, as this gearing system has a very low

efficiency.
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5.3.5 Design M.

Of the designs proposed to configure the bus and the BVIF, the most feasible

and efficient proves to be that in which the BVIF is located between the vehicle's

transmission and the axle shaft. Figure 5.3.4 shows a schematic of this design. The

only power losses of Design III detected by computer simulation are with the drive

axle, the bevel gearing, and internal loses within the flywheel itself.

With this design, the need for the two-speed transmission of Design I is eliminated;

the power losses associated with both its transmission, cut. Unlike Design II, the

geometric dimensions of the BVIF system in this design are within the limit of the

bus configuration and the bevel gear ratio between the BVIF load shaft and the bus

driveline remains within a reasonable range (Table 5.3.1). Design III was therefore

chosen as the BVIF design configuration to be used to complete this study.

Once chosen as the study design, the geometric parameters of the BVIF Design

III were scaled up to conform to the vehicle requirements. Through a number

of computer simulation runs, the gear ratio of the bevel gear interconnecting the

vehicle driveshaft and BVIF load shaft was selected, as were numerical values for

the parameters constructing the BVIF geometric form. This process was discussed

in Section 5.2. A listing of these parameters is presented in Table 5.3.1.

A computer simulation of the BVIF system based on the parameters defined in

Table 5.3.1 is presented and discussed in Section 5.5. Output characteristics of

the BVIF-integrated bus and its performance are presented in Chapter 6. The

automatic control system necessary to regulate the operation of the BVIF- integrated

bus is presented in the following section.
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Table 5.3.1 BVIF-Integrated Bus Input Data

Symbol Description Value Unit

it Number of bands 2

P Band material density 15.14 lb-sec2/ft4

b Band width 1/12 ft

it Band thickness 4.333 E-04 ft

1 Band length 2000.0 ft

ri Inner hub radius 0.108 ft

r4 Outer casing inner radius 1.08 ft

/if Inner hub fixed inertia 0.1875 lb-ft -sect

14,

gr3

Outer casing fixed inertia

Planetary set gear ratio

2.75 lb-ft-sec'

gr4

during acceleration

Planetary set gear ratio

0.75

grofiv

during deceleration

Gear ratio of the bevel gear

between the BVIF load shaft

1.30

and the bus drive train 13.94

(oh

woo

r20

Inner hub angular speed,

initial condition

Outer casing angular speed,

initial condition

Band position around the

1000.0

1000.0

rad/sec

rad/sec

hub, initial condition 0.7 ft
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5.4 Control System Strategy

The automatic control system which performs the task of incorporating the BVIF

into its transit bus is primarily of the logic control (on-off) form (63]. The operation

of such an automatic process may be thought of in terms of a sequence of interrelated

logic statements, similar to those used in computer programming. In this study, the

control laws are simply built into the computer simulation program. The function

of these logic control systems are described as follows.

Illustrated in Figure 5.4.1, the control system permits a fully automatic sensing

of the vehicle motion and selectively interconnects the elements of the system at

three different modes of operation: acceleration, cruise, and deceleration. Prior

to acceleration of the vehicle, the flywheel is fully charged through connecting the

BVIF load shaft with the engine shaft. A slight pressure on the accelerator pedal

causes the BVIF clutch sensor A and the driveline clutch sensor to activate, engaging

the BVIF load shaft and the driveline shaft to the bevel gear simultaneously (Figure

5.4.1). This operation couples the stored energy source directly to the drive train,

thus providing forward movement without the use of the vehicle's engine.

During this process, the vehicle's engine is disengaged from the driveline, but con-

tinues operating at 600 rpm in an idle mode. The bus is accelerated by the BVIF

alone until the level of energy in the flywheel, as measured by the energy level

sensor has been depleted to a predetermined minimum. At this point, the BVIF is

disengaged from the driveline by the BVIF clutch sensor B command. Immediately,

the primary power source, or vehicle engine, is engaged with the driveline through
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the engine clutch sensor A to allow a continuous forward motion of the vehicle.

The bus is cruised for a period of time powered by the vehicle's engine. When

the vehicle is required to stop, a slight touch on the brake pedal sends a signal

through the command circuitry, causing the engine clutch sensor B to automatically

disconnect the engine from the driveline. Simultaneously, the BYE' clutch sensor

A engages the BVIF load shaft, this time with the planetary gear arrangement for

deceleration, to the drive train. This new arrangement which the BVIF planetary

gear set bears to the load now causes the vehicle to slow down, while allowing

the braking energy to accumulate in the flywheel. Thus, this deceleration phase

of motion utilizing the BVIF constitutes a regenerative braking system, one which

recovers much of the kinetic energy normally dissipated as heat when a conventional

vehicle brakes to stop.

Due to the relative angular rates of the inner hub and the outer casing for the

planetary set gear ratio, the band starts to wind out from inside the outer casing

and wrap about the inner hub, increasing the moment of inertia associated with

the inner segment of the BVIF system. When the band of the BVIF, measured

from the hub shaft center, approaches its initial position prior to acceleration of the

vehicle, an automatic sensor disengages the BVIF load shaft from the bus driveline.

At this point, a signal is sent to the driver to apply the vehicle's friction brake to

slow the vehicle to a complete stop.

During this period, an energy level sensor measures the quantity of stored kinetic

energy in the flywheel. If the level of the energy in the BVIF has not attained

its initial setting prior to the vehicle's acceleration, the engine clutch sensor A
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automatically engages the engine to recharge the BVIF to a predetermined level.

The recharging operation is discontinued when the optimum operating energy level

for the reservoir is reached.

5.5 The BVIF-Integrated Bus Model Simulation Results

In this section, the computer output characteristics of the BVIF system powering a

transit bus are presented. These characteristics represent the physical behavior of

the BVIF system when it is applied to a real system as an energy storage device.

A numerical example is utilized to compare the performance of the hybrid-bus to

a conventionally-powered bus on an urban driving schedule. The dimensions for

this example are from the prototype described in Section 5.3.5 and are represented

in Table 5.3.1. The values for the initial level of energy needed in the flywheel to

power the vehicle through its normal acceleration were derived by evaluating the

energy requirements of the conventional bus at the velocity it was to reach when

powered by the BVIF. From the simulation results of the BVIF system powering a

bus presented here and the output characteristics of the BVIF powering an inertial

load presented in Chapter 3, it may be concluded that the behavior of the two

systems is similar with the exception of certain scaling factors.

Figure 5.5.1 is a graphical representation of the BVIF-integrated bus speed as a

function of time. For the purpose of clarity, the initial stage of the load clutch

engagement is enlarged in Figure 5.5.2.

The bus, initially at rest, is accelerated to a nearly constant speed (wL in Figure
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5.5.1 represents the bus angular rate as seen from the BVIF load shaft). Powered by

the BVIF, the vehicle is accelerated to an angular velocity of A rpm (position A in

Figure 5.5.1). When this speed is reached, the BVIF is disengaged from the driveline

and the vehicle engine takes over to accelerate the load further to a constant angular

speed of 2000 rad/sec. Instantly, the elements of the BVIF, the inner hub and the

outer casing, are locked together (Figure 5.5.1). The vehicle is then powered by the

diesel engine and further accelerated to a constant speed of 32 mph, cruising for a

period of time.

After the bus has traveled a specific distance, the BVIF load shaft engages the load

using the planetary gear set for deceleration and the bus begins to slow down. The

gear ratio of the planetary gear set during the deceleration process is presented in

Table 5.3.1. This process continues until the band of the flywheel reaches its initial

starting position (Figure 5.5.3). Figure 5.5.4 indicates the time variation of the

BVIF system inertia after the load clutch is fully engaged; while the inertia changes

during the load clutch engagement are shown in Figure 5.5.5.

The angular speed of the inner and outer portion of the BVIF becomes identical

as the two elements are clutched together (Figure 5.5.1). At this point, the load

is further decelerated simply by applying the friction brakes. Notice that the level

of energy stored by the BVIF over the course of regenerative braking is not quite

the same as the level it possessed initially (Figure 5.5.6). To rectify this deficit, the

engine is engaged with the flywheel; and the BVIF is charged again to the desired

angular speed.

Figures 5.5.7-5.5.10 illustrate the BVIF torque variations and power time history,
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as well as the inner hub and the outer casing power distributions as functions of

time. The computer program for the BVIF- Integrated Bus System is included in

Appendix B.



6 CONVENTIONAL AND BPIF- INTEGRATED BUS

SIMULATION RESULTS

6.1 Introduction

120

This chapter compares the results of the numerical simulation of the conventional

bus performance modeled in Chapter 4 and the performance results of the BVIF-

integrated bus described in Chapter 5. First, the performance of both types of

buses over a prescribed course of terrain is analyzed. Then the results of these

separate descriptions are graphed together to permit a closer examination of the

performance similarities which exist between the two systems.

6.2 Performance Comparison of Conventional and BVIF-Integrated
Bus

A numerical computer simulation based on the data described in Chapter 4 repre-

sents the performance of the bus over a prescribed course. The data used for the

speed and length of the travel in dural pattern are taken from an actual survey of

a typical city bus operating in a normal traffic day. The effect of the resistance

road load, drag forces, and rolling resistances are functions of the vehicle's speed.

Changes in environmental conditions, such as the head wind velocity, the friction

coefficients between the road and the tires, and the road elevation, are omitted. In

this simulation, the terrain is assumed to be level; changes in the road grade are
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ignored to simplify computation.

A typical wide-open throttle acceleration output for one cycle of motion of the

conventional bus and the BVIF-integrated bus is shown in Figures 6.2.1 through

6.2.4. Figure 6.2.1 represents a one-cycle acceleration, cruise, and deceleration of

the conventional bus and the BVIF-integrated bus as a function of time. In this

figure, the dashed line illustrates the time history of the conventional bus. The bus

is accelerated to a speed of 32.5 mph (position "A1"), a typical average city bus

speed, and cruised for total of 20 seconds at that constant speed to position "A2"

where it is slowed down to a. complete stop by means of the vehicle's brakes. The

bus deceleration, modeled as column friction, takes nearly 10 seconds. This is an

average deceleration period taken from an actual bus operation in city traffic.

The solid line in Figure 6.2.1 illustrates a one-cycle operation of a BVIF-integrated

bus system. As described in Chapter 5, the fully charged BVIF is engaged to the

driveline, accelerating the bus to nearly 25 mph (position "B1" in Figure 6.2.1). At

this instant, the BVIF energy content reaches its minimum value, which causes the

automatic control system to disengage the flywheel from the drivetrain and engage

the engine to power the vehicle to a cruising speed of 32.5 mph (position "B2"). The

bus motion is continued at this speed for the next 20 seconds. When the bus reaches

the point at which it must begin to decelerate (position 932" in Figure 6.2.1), the

engine is disengaged from the vehicle's driveline. The BVIF shaft then reengages to

slow the vehicle down through the appropriate arrangement of the BVIF and the

planetary gear system. The speed of the bus has lowered to approximately 17 mph

(Point "B4" in Figure 6.2.1); the band position around the inner hub of the BVIF

has once again reached its initial starting point. The flywheel is then disengaged
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from the drive wheels and the brakes are applied to complete the full stop. The

total time of deceleration for the BVIF bus is slightly over over nine seconds, which

is almost the same elapsed deceleration time as that of the conventional bus.

Notice that even though there is a slight delay in the acceleration of the BVIF-

integrated bus just before the engine substitutes for the flywheel (position "B1") the

BVIF-integrated bus reaches the predetermined cruising speed of 32.5 mph earlier

than the conventional bus. This phenomenon is highlighted by a circle at in Figure

6.2.1. Figure 6.2.2 shows a displacement-time history of both the conventional and

the BVIF-integrated bus. The purpose of this illustration is reinforce the fact that

both vehicles travel through nearly the same distance during the set period of time;

their overall road performance is nearly identical.

Figure 6.2.3 presents an acceleration-deceleration pattern of the conventional and

BVIF-integrated bus systems. The dashed line is the acceleration- deceleration time

history of the conventional bus. The conventional bus's initial acceleration of 7

ft/sec2 diminishes as the vehicle speeds up and finally reaches zero when the vehicle's

speed reaches a constant value. The vehicle is then slowed down through a constant

deceleration to a complete stop.

On the other hand, the solid line of Figure 6.2.3 represents the acceleration- de-

celeration cycle of the BVIF-integrated bus during one start-stop motion. Through

BVIF energy supply, the bus is accelerated to over 8 ft/sec2 (position "A"). This

acceleration diminishes as the bus speed increases from position "A" to "B" (Figure

6.2.3). At the position indicated by "B", the BVIF is disengaged from the driveline

and engine accelerates the vehicle further to a constant speed where the vehicle
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is no longer accelerating (position "C"). After the bus cruises for a period of 20

seconds at a steady speed, the bus is slowed down with a constant deceleration of

-10 ft /secs through the BVIF engagement to the drive train and further with the

vehicle's braking. Notice that the rate of deceleration of the BVIF-integrated bus

is about twice that of a conventional system. This deceleration still remains within

a comfortable range for the on-board passengers, since this value is less than one

third of the gravitational acceleration. The acceleration and deceleration capabil-

ities of the BVIF- integrated bus do not only compare favorable with those of a

conventionally-powered vehicle; they may, in fact, be better.

Figure 6.2.4 is a plot of the kinetic energy displacement history of both systems.

This graph is presented to show the level of kinetic energy transferred to the load

by the engine as the prime mover in the case of the conventional system, and by

both the BVIF and the engine in the case of the BVIF-integrated vehicle.

Figures 6.2.5-6.2.7 represent the performance results of the conventional and the

BVIF-integrated bus during several start-stop cycles. The data input in the com-

puter simulation programs for the speed and the period of each acceleration- cruise-

deceleration of the bus are taken from an actual bus operation in a normal day city

traffic.

These figures graphically form the basis for the comparison of the performance char-

acteristics of these two alternative methods for powering an urban transit vehicle.

Figure 6.2.5 superimposes the dural pattern of both systems upon one another, de-

scribing the variation of the speed versus time through several motion cycles during

which each bus accomplished the same period of travel with almost identical cruis-
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ing speeds for each cycle of motion. Figure 6.2.6 illustrates the displacement time

history of both the conventional bus and the bus integrated with a BVIF system

and, again, both buses go through the same displacement during a preset period of

travel. The several acceleration- deceleration of the two systems under study are

represented in Figure 6.2.7.

After each stop, the stored energy in the BVIF is released to accelerate the bus

to cruising speed. It is during acceleration that the power demand and fuel con-

sumption of the engine propelling a conventional bus are the greatest. However, the

engine of the BVIF-hybrid bus has been disengaged from the drive shaft, running

at idle, from the time the bus starts to decelerate in the previous cycle. It is this

fact that accounts for the significant fuel economy possible with the BVIF- hybrid

system.
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7 BUS FUEL ECONOMY AND BRAKE WEAR PREDICTION

7.1 Introduction

That the BVIF-integrated bus offers substantial economies over a conventionally-

powered transit bus can most readily be seen in two major areas of performance:

fuel conservation and brake longevity. To evaluate these factors for comparison, an

algorithm is presented to compute bus fuel usage. Finally, a method for evaluating

brake shoe wear is delineated and the two types of systems compared.

7.2 Bus Fuel Economy

An analytical approach is taken to determine the fuel usage of the vehicle in four

different modes: acceleration, steady-state cruise, deceleration and engine idling.

The vehicle dural pattern fuel economy has been evaluated by computer using a

method described by David N. Hwang [64].

Hwang discusses the numerous parameters involved in improving the fuel economy

of a moving vehicle. Among these are the parameters associated with the vehicle

configuration, the drive train, and the prime mover. A simple algorithm is presented

below to calculate the vehicle-course fuel economy (MPG).



The following relation defines the bus fuel economy:

where:

XpgMPG =
52807jud

X = Prescribed vehicle displacement in feet

Pg = Diesel fuel density in lbf/gal

Tfuei = Total fuel consumed in lb at the end

of the prescribed route
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(7.2.1)

The fuel consumption during acceleration, steady speed, deceleration, and idling is

used to compute the total fuel used by the vehicle:

where:

Tpudi = Fwd. + Fuel + Fueld + Euclid (7.2.2)

Fuel. = Acceleration fuel consumption, lb

Fuel = Steady speed fuel consumption, lb

Fueld = Deceleration fuel consumption, lb

Fueld = Idling fuel consumption, lb

The method used for estimating fuel consumption in the acceleration mode is here

briefly explained [64]. Since steady speed, deceleration, and idling are simply special

cases of acceleration, the fuel consumption for these other modes can be determined

in a similar manner. The idling mode is defined for the conventional bus as the

period of rest between acceleration and deceleration; in the BVIF-integrated bus,

idling is the period when the engine is disengaged from the driveline.
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The relation used to evaluate the amount of fuel consumed by a bus during one

course of acceleration is:

where:

Fuel.= i t
3600

dt, Cp (7.2.3)
i=1

F., = The fuel consumption in acceleration, lb-hr

dt. = Acceleration time increment, sec

Cp = The coefficient of fuel flow of the accelerator pump

The fuel consumed in lb-hr, Fay, is then defined as:

where:

= BSFC BHP (7.2.4)

BSFC = Fuel, lb/bhp.hr

BHP = Engine brake horsepower, hp

Figure 7.2.1 represents the bus's engine fuel consumption in terms of the engine

speed. These data were obtained from the manufacturers of the engine 151]. The

engine brake horsepower is plotted as a function of speed in Figure 4.2.1. With

these parameters defined, the total fuel used by the vehicle during a course of travel

can be measured and a figure for the vehicle fuel economy can be obtained.

Using the procedure described above, the fuel consumption for the conventional and

the BVIF-integrated buses was evaluated over a course of various fixed urban driving

schedules. The results are compared in Figure 7.2.2. The advantage in fuel economy

of the BVIF-integrated bus over the conventional system is immediately apparent.
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Representing a significant cost savings for its owner/operator, the BVIF- integrated

bus used over 30% less fuel than did the comparable, conventionally-powered bus.

7.3 Brake Shoe Wear

In addition to saving fuel, the BVIF-integrated bus also should offer substantial

economy over the conventional bus in one other important area of overall perfor-

mance; the braking system. This section will present a method for evaluating brake

life performance to facilitate comparison of the two bus types in this area.

As a conventional vehicle is brought to a stop, the kinetic energy of the vehicle is

converted into heat which is then dissipated wastefully into the atmosphere. In the

BVIF-integrated vehicle, however, this energy is recovered to provide acceleration

during the next driving cycle. Obviously, the brakes of the BVIF bus will be called

upon to do far less work than its conventional counterpart, a fact which should

result in significantly less friction wear on its brake shoes, increased brake life, and

decreased costs for brake maintenance.

One of the greatest concerns in the selection of brake friction material for a vehicle

is its durability; that is the ability of the brake material to withstand normal wear

over its anticipated lifetime while still providing reliable deceleration. It is difficult

to predict the normal life of any particular brake friction material since the vehicle

energy varies widely according to the type of vehicle, the traffic, the driver, and the

road conditions. In an effort to address the problem of evaluating brake shoe wear,

Moore and Watton presented a histogram of brake pad temperatures on traffic roads
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and used it to calculate the brake pad wear [65]. In an SAE Paper, Schwartz and

Rhee described brake dynamometer simulations and postulated that their procedure

gave reproducable wear results from actual vehicle tests [66]. However, neither of

these methods proposed any way to estimate the friction wear of brake pads.

Minegishi and Shimizu, introduced an algorithm to evaluate brake wear/life which

can be applied to a vehicle in any typical driving condition [67]. In the case of a

transit bus, the brake used is a shoe type. Therefore, a slight modification in the

Minegishi/Shimizu method was necessary to satisfy the requirements of this study.

A brief discussion on the procedure incorporating the required modification follows.

This procedure estimates brake shoe decline in a bus over a given period of usage.

As previously mentioned, this wear is a factor of both road and traffic conditions,

as well as the brake shoe temperature gradient.

The energy dissipated through braking is proportional to the mass of the vehicle,

the square of the speed at which the brakes are applied, and the square of the

speed at which the brakes release. However, since the mass of the vehicle remains

essentially constant during the course of a journey, the substitutional energy wasted

by the brakes is defined as [67]:

E, =
"a

(11, 17,.!)
i =1

where:

(7.3.1)

E,

V.;

=

=

Substitutional accumulated energy, mph'

Brake application speed, mph

Vr, = Brake release speed, mph

Number of brake application (i = 1,2, 3, ... ,mb)
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Minegishi and Shimizu introduced a term called the "Brake Severity Factor" (BSF)

expressed as:

BSF = Es (7.3.2)

This indicates the ratio of the substitutional energy per unit length of vehicle dis-

placement. Obviously, as a parameter of brake usage in various conditions, BSF

can be used to forecast brake shoe life.

The following relation is thus used to determine the shoe wear:

1 We [PW PW) BSdy126.27Ap g

where:

(7.3.3)

W, = Shoe wear, in/mile

Specific wear rate of friction material at

temperature t, 1113/(lb-ft)

Ap = Shoe contact area, in2

GW = Vehicle gross weight, lb

PW = Passengers weight, lb

Gravitational accleration, ft/sec2

The proportion of total braking effort

transmitted through front and rear axle

Schwartz and Rhee based their prediction of brake wear on the results of actual

dynamometer tests, evaluating for a specific set of conditions such as brake shoe

size, power input to the brake, and brake temperature [66]. As there is no direct

way of calculating the specific wear rate of frictional material, a value for We of 10-6

was selected for the purpose of this study to enable calculations to proceed.
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With the procedure outlined above, the brake shoe wear of the conventional bus

and the BVIF-integrated vehicle were evaluated. The parameters used in the com-

puter simulation were provided by the manufacturer of the brakes and are listed in

Table 7.3.1 168). The results obtained from simulating the two systems are plot-

ted in Figure 7.3.1; they represent the relative brake shoe wear of the conventional

bus (dashed line) and the BVIF- integrated bus (solid line). The marked improve-

ment of the brake shoe performance life on a WWI-integrated bus as compared to

that of conventional system is apparent from this graph. The BVIF-integrated bus

improved the brake life by a factor of five times over the conventional system.



Table 7.3.1 Bus Brake Shoe specification data [681

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION VALUE

VO
Specific Wear Rate of Friction Material at Teprierature 7 106

A sf. Front Brake Shoe Contact Area 87.0

A sr Rear Brake Shoe Contact Area 145.0

Yf. The proportional of Total Braking Effort
Transmitted Through Front Axle 0.43

Yr
The proportional of Total Braking Effort

Trammitted Through Rear Axle 0.57
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE

STUDY

The dilemma posed by decreasing world-wide fuel supplies and increasing vehicular

air pollution makes imperative the investigation of alternative sources of energy for

conventionally-powered vehicles. As our cities become more and more congested,

these new power systems have been shown to be critically important for the ur-

ban transit vehicles that will be called upon to assume the major responsibilities

for inner-city people-moving in the 21st century. The inefficient, single-passenger

vehicle is a luxury few individualsor society as a wholewill be able to long afford.

This investigation has demonstrated the feasibility of incorporating a new type of

hybrid power system into the urban transit bus, a power system which integrates

into the conventional engine and drive train an auxiliary source of energy provided

by the band-variable inertia flywheel. The addition of the BVIF system makes

possible the recovery of a significant portion of the energy normally expended in the

fuel-efficient process of acceleration and deceleration. As determined by computer

simulation, an alternative fuel saving of up to thirty percent is possible when a BVIF

hybrid system is compared to that of a conventional bus over a predetermined course

of terrain.

The regenerative braking system of the BVIF hybrid bus was shown to improve the

life of the brake shoes by a factor of five, reducing the costs of replacement parts and

labor for maintenance. In addition, the BVIF system eliminates the need for the

torque convertor or fluid coupling system usually installed between the engine and

the automatic transmission in a conventional bus. The BYTE was demonstrated to
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have enough energy and power to accelerate the bus from rest to the speed at which

the torque convertor normally would be locked, a period during which the torque

convertor operates very inefficiently. Substitution of the BVIF for the convertor

would represent further reduction in the complexity, weight, and cost of the overall

propulsion system.

Despite this demonstration of the improvements in performance possible in the

BVIF- integrated bus over the conventional system, the BVIF system modeledhere is

itself extremely complex. There are a total of four clutches within the BVIF system.

Three clutches engage the elements of the BVIF system to the planetary gear set

to accelerate and decelerate the load. The fourth clutch locks the elements of the

BVIF, inner hub and the outer casing. This cumbersome linkage and the automatic

control system necessary to manage it compromise the hypothetical efficiency of the

BVIF bus.

The results presented in this study are based on the simulation of a conventional bus

using the BVIF solely as an energy storage unit. During acceleration, the engine

is disengaged from the driveline, running in an idle mode. It is recommended that

two other refinements of this model be simulated for comparison:

1. In the BVIF-integrated bus, the engine functions primarily during cruising and

is required to provide much less power than in a conventional system, where

the engine also must assume the role of acceleration. Therefore, additional

cost savings should be possible by reducing the size and weight of the engine.

This, in turn, should help compensate for the increased weight of the flywheel.

2. As the engine of a BVIF-integrated bus can remain engaged to the drivetrain
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in its role as auxiliary power source during acceleration and deceleration, the

power now dissipated by the engine when it is idling could also be conserved

to accompany the flywheel power. If this alteration proved successful, even

greater fuel economy could be realized with a BVIF system over the conven-

tional bus.

Any positive results from these two suggested modifications should be incorpo-

rated into the BVIF design examined in this dissertation. This improved model of

the BVIF-integrated bus should then be constructed, and its actual performance

matched with the results of these computer simulation. Assuming the test results

from this prototype model are comparable to those in this study, it would seem the

band variable-inertia flywheel holds much promise as an alternative power source

for the urban transit bus of the future.
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APPENDIX A

CONVENTIONAL BUS PERFORMANCE
COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM



15610 REM **** BVIF-Integrated Bus Performance Program ****
20 REM
30 REM
40 REM The followings are the constant parameters
50 REM used in the simulation program
70 REM
80 REM LANDA, ETA, ALFA, BET, BETA are constants
90 REM
100 LANDA 180
105 ETA 1
110 ALFA 2
115 BET SQR(LANDA/(ETA*ALFAA2))
120 BETA SQR(BET)
125 REM
130 REM ROH Density of the band material
140 REM
160 ROH-15.13728
170 REM
180 REM B The band width
181 REM
182 B 1/12*ETA
183 REM
184 REM H The band thickness, ft
185 REM
186 H .00045
190 REM
191 REM NB Number of bands
192 REM
193 NB 2
194 REM
195 REM LB Length of the band , ft
196 REM
197 LB 2000
198 REM
199 REM R1 The inner hub radius, ft
200 REM
201 R1 .108
202 REM
203 REM R4 Inner radius of the outer casing, ft
204 REM
205 R4 1.08
206 REM
207 REM IIF Fixed inertia of the inner hub, ftA4
208 REM
209 IIF .05*1/12*LANDA/(ALFAA2)
210 REM
211 REM IOF Fixed outer casing inertia, ftA4
212 REM
213 IOF .74*1/12*LANDA/(ALFAA2)
215 REM
216 REM DELT1, DELT2, DELT are time increaments, sec
217 REM
218 DELT1 .05
219 DELT2 .01
220 DELT .25



221
223
224
225
227
228
229

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

REM

GRBFLY Gear ratio of the bevel gear
connecting the load shaft of the
BVIF to the driveline

GUM 500*ALFA/71.733

230 REM GRGR A constant parameter
231 REM
232 GRGR 500*ALFA/62.83
233 REM
234 REM RAXLE Rear axle gear ratio
236 REM
240 RAXLE 5.38
242 REM
246 REM IL Inertia of the bus seen from the BVIF

load shaft
248 REM
250 IL (1/GRGR)A2*1.63828+(1/

(GRBFLY*RAXLE))A2*3196.25
252 REM
254 REM GRA, GRD are the BVIF planetary gear ratios
255 REM in acceleration and deceleration
256 REM
260 GRA .75

270 GRD 1.2
280 TO 0
282 REM
284 REM R20 Initial band position, ft
286 REM
290 R20 .7

292 REM
294 REM DTHIO, DTHOO, DTHLPO are the initial angular
295 REM speeds of the inner hub, outer casing and the
296 REM inertial load respectively
298 REM
300 DTHIO 500*ALFA
310 DTHOO 500*ALFA
320 DTHLPO 0
330 PI 3.14159
332 REM
334 REM CONSP, COHSE are constant parameters
336 REM
340 CONSP 550
350 COHSE 1980000!
352 REM
354 REM MU Coeficient of friction between the
355 REM load clutch disks
356 REM
360 MU 250
370 REM
380 REM - Bus parameters
390 REM
420 REM BARP BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ( in-Hg )
430 REM TEMP AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ( F )
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158
440 REM TR TIRE OUTER RADIUS OF THE VEHICLE ( ft )
450 REM RRIM WHEEL RIM RADIUS ( ft )
460 REM GW VEHICLE GROSS WEIGHT ( lbf )
470 REM PW PASSENGERS WEIGHT ( lbf )
480 REM VW HEAD WIND VELOCITY ( mph )
490 REM TW SINGLE TIRE AND WHEEL WEIGHT ( lbf )
500 REM NT TIRE REVOLUTION PER MILE ( rev /mile )
510 REM SF ROAD SURFACE FACTOR ( Base, RSF 1 )
520 REM D ENGINE DISPLACEMENT, IN CUBIC INCHES
530 REM ROHDSL DIESEL FUEL DENSIT ( lb/gal )
540 REM CAP THE COEFFICIENT OF FUEL FLOW OF

THE ACCELERATOR PUMP
550 REM QSUM SUM OF THE FUEL CONSUMED ( lb )
560 REM THETA GRADE ANGLE
570 REM G GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION ( ft/sec/sec )
580 REM NG GEAR NUMBER , 1,2,3
590 REM N SUBSCRIPT
600 REM Cl A CONSTANT
610 REM
620 G 32.2
630 SF 1

640 CD .55

650 AF 79.36
660 CR1 .0068
670 CR2 7.400001E-05
680 GW 30300
690 PW 3000
700 D 552
710 ROHDSL 7.118
720 CAP 1

730 THETA 0
740 WVP .39
750 VW 10
760 BARE 29.9
770 TEMP 85
780 ROHAIR .0027
790 TW 190.5
800 Cl 3600/5280
810 VWFPS 1/C1*VW
820 VFPSI 0
830 NT 478
840 TR 5280/(2*PI*NT)
850 REM
860 DSR .05
870 N -1
880 NG 1
890 V1 14.7
900 V2 26.22
910 V3 34.3
920 V4 32
930 V5 31.26
940 V6 23.66
950 V7 11.67
960 TCONS 20
970 TSTOP 7



980
990
1000
1010
1020
1030

VI V
DV 2

TMAX 250
IX 1

K 1

NX 1
1040 REM
1050 REM --- To calculate the brake shoe wear
1060 REM
1070 WTH .000001
1080 ASF 87
1090 ASR 145
1100 YF .43

1110 YR .57
1120 REM
1130 REM
1140 REM --- CALCULATE THE HORSEPOWER CORRECTION FACTOR
1150 REM
1160 HPCF (29/(BARP-WVP))*((460+TEMP)/545)".7
1170 REM
1180 REM --- ENGINE CHARACTRISTIC MAP,

GROSS HORSEPOWER vs RPM
1190 REM
1200 REM --- CONSTANTS OF POLYNOMIAL
1210 REM
1220 GHl -139.082
1230 GH2 .42935
1240 GH3 -1.6683E-04
1250 GH4 2.44487E-08
1260 REM
1270 REM --- ENGINE CHARACTRISTIC MAP,

BRAKE HORSEPOWER vs RPM
1280 REM
1290 REM --- CONSTANTS OF POLYNOMIAL
1300 REM
1310 BH1 -192.004
1320 BH2 .535169
1330 BH3 -2.3757E-04
1340 BH4 3.98465E-08
1350 REM
1360 REM - ENGINE CHARACTRISTIC MAP,

ACCESSORY HORSEPOWER vs RPM
1370 REM
1380 REM ---- CONSTANTS OF POLYNOMIAL
1390 REM
1400 AH1 4.39207
1410 AH2 2.33813E-03
1420 AH3 -5.22004E-07
1430 AH4 2.39541E-09
1440 REM
1450 REM -- ENGINE CHARACTRISTIC MAP,

NET HORSEPOWER vs RPM
1460 REM
1470 REM --- CONSTANTS OF POLYNOMIAL
1480 REM
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1490
1500
1510
1520

NH1 -143.462
NH2 .426993
NH3 -1.66294E-04
NH4 2.20508E-08

1530 REM
1540 REM --- ENGINE CHARACTRISTIC MAP, NET TORQUE vs RPM
1550 REM
1560 REM --- CONSTANTS OF POLYNOMIAL
1570 REM
1580 TQI 135.765
1590 TQ2 1.27957
1600 TQ3 -8.38348E-04
1610 TQ4 1.55014E-07
1620 REM
1630 REM
1640 REM --- ENGINE CHARACTRISTIC MAP,

FUEL CONSUMPTION vs RPM
1650 REM
1660 REM --- CONSTANTS OF POLYNOMIAL
1670 REM
1680 CF1 .638101
1690 CF2 -5.08579E-04
1700 CF3 2.81459E-07
1710 CF4 -4.86642E-11
1720 REM
1730 REM DEFINE THE GEAR RATIOS
1740 REM
1750 REM GRBVL BEVEL GEAR RATIO BETWEEN ENGINE

AND TORQUE CONVERTOR
1760 REM TCSR TORQUE CONVERTOR SPEED RATIO
1770 REM GRT(NG) TRANSMISSION GEAR RATIO
1780 REM RAXLE AXLE RATIO
1790 REM
1800 REM --- THE TRANSMISSION GEAR RATIO
1810 REM
1820 GRT(1) 2.0206
1830 GRT(2) 1.3827
1840 GRT(3) 1

1850 REM
1860 GRBVL .875
1870 RAXLE at 5.38
1880 GRT 2.0206
1890 GROVER GRBVL*GRT*RAXIE
1900 REM
1910 REM --- THE MECHANICAL EFFICIENCIES EFF
1920 REM
1930 REM TORQUE CONVERTOR EFFICIENCY TCEFF(N)
1940 REM TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY TREFF(NG)
1950 REM DRIVE AXLE EFFICIENCY AXLEFF
1960 REM
1970 REM --- EFFICIENCIES
1980 REM
1990 TREFF(1) .93

2000 TREFF(2) .96
2010 TREFF(3) .98
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2020 BVLEFF .95

2030 AXLEFF - .9613
2040 REM
2050 REM --- THE FORCES APPLIED ON THE VEHICLE
2060 REM
2070 REM FT - TRACTIVE EFFORT lbf
2080 REM FAD - AERODYNAMIC DRAG RORCE lbf
2090 REM FROLL- ROLLING RESISTACE FORCE lbf
2100 REM FG - GRADE LOAD lbf
2110 REM FSUM - RESULTANT FORCES lbf
2120 REM
2130 REM --- INERTIA CIRCULATION
2140 REM
2150 IENG 1/G*(4+1.6*(D/100)A2)
2160 IPT - (.2822*2*(TR+RRIM)-.099)A2*TW/G
2170 ITT - NUMT*IPT
2200 REM
3570 REM DEFINE INITIAL CONDITIONS
3580 T - TO
3590 REM
3600 R2 - R20
3610 DTHI - DTHIO
3620 DTHO - DTHOO
3630 DTHLP - DTHLPO
3640 REM
3650 DT - DELT1
3660 TL - 0
3670 ZXC1 - 0
3680 DTHL - 1/(1-GRA)*DTHI - GRA/(1-GRA)*DTHO
3685 GOSUB 6330
3690 GOSUB 10250
3700 REM
3710 IF T > .05 THEN GOTO 3930
3720 REM
3730 REM LOOP STARTS HERE
3740 REM
3750 GOSUB 6330
3760 REM
3770 REM --- STEP CALCULATION SUBROUTINE
3780 T T+DT
3790 R2 - R2+DT*(AA+2*AA2+2*AA3+AA4)/6
3800 DTHI - DTHI+DT*(881+2*882+2*B83+884)/6
3810 DTHO - DTHO+DT*(CC1+2*CC2+2*CC3+CC4)/6
3820 DTHL - 1/(1-GRA)*DTHI - GRA/(1-GRA)*DTHO
3825 GOSUB 10430
3830 GOSUB 10250
3840 REM
3850 IF ZXC1 - 1 THEN GOTO 3910
3860 CLS
3870 LOCATE 12,25
3880 PRINT " COMPUTATION IN PROCESS "
3890 LOCATE 15,27
3900 PRINT "--- PLEASE WAIT .... ---"
3910 ZXC1 1
3920 GOTO 3700
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3930 REM
3940 REM CLUTCH BEGINS TO BE ENGAGED
3950 REM
3960 REM DEFINING THE INITIAL CONDITIONS
3964 REM
3970 DTHLP - 0
3980 EDISP - 0
3990 TL - 400
4000 DT - DELT2
4005 REM
4010 ZXC2 -0

4020 REM
4030 IF ABS(DTHL-DTHLP)/DTHL < .05 THEN GOTO 4270
4040 IF DTHL -DTHLP < - 80 THEN DT - DELT2/10
4050 GOSUB 6330
4056 REM
4060 REM STEP CALCULATION SUBROUTINE
4064 REM
4070 T - T+DT
4080 R2 - R2+DT*(AA+2*AA2+2*AA3+AA4)/6
4090 DTHI - DTHI+DT*(BB1+2*BB2+2*BB3+884)/6
4100 DTHO - DTHO+DT*(CC1+2*CC2+2*CC3+CC4)/6
4110 DTHLP - DTHLP+DT*(DD1+2*OD2+2*DD3+DD4)/6
4120 DTHL - 1/(1-GRA)*DTHI - GRA/(1-GRA)*DTHO
4130 GOSUB 10090
4140 HH5 - DEDIS
4150 EDISP - (EDISP+1/3*DELT2/4*

(HH1+4*HH2+2*HH3+4*HH4+HH5))/CONSE
4160 GOSUB 10430
4170 GOSUB 10250
4180 REM
4190 IF ZXC2 - 1 THEN GOTO 4250
4200 CLS
4210 LOCATE 12,25
4220 PRINT "- COMPUTATION IN PROCESS -"
4230 LOCATE 15,27
4240 PRINT " PLEASE WAIT .... -"
4250 ZXC2 - 1
4260 GOTO 4020
4270 REM
4280 REM CLUTCH IS FULLY ENGAGED
4290 REM
4300 DT - DELT
4310 ZXC - 0
4320 REM
4330 IF R2 - < .6*R20 THEN GOTO 4550
4340 REM
4350 GOSUB 7760
4360 REM STEP CALCULATION SUBROUTINE
4364 REM
4370 T - T+DT
4380 R2 R2+DT*(AA+2*AA2+2*AA3+AA4)/6
4390 DTHI - DTHI+DT*(1381+2*BB2+2*B83+884)/6
4400 DTHO - DTHO+DT*(CC1+2*CC2+2*CC3+CC4)/6
4410 DTHL 1/(1-GRA)*DTHI - GRA/(1-GRA)*DTHO
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4420 DTHLP DTHL-10
4430 GOSUB 10090
4440 GOSUB 10430
4450 GOSUB 10250
4460 REM
4470 IF ZXC 1 THEN GOTO 4530
4480 CLS
4490 LOCATE 12,25
4500 PRINT COMPUTATION IN PROCESS fl"
4510 LOCATE 15,27
4520 PRINT " PLEASE WAIT
4530 ZXC 1

4540 GOTO 4320
4550 REM
4560 REM CLUTCH IS DISENGAGED
4565 REM
4570 TL 0

4580 EDISP2 0

4590 ZXC3 0

4600 NG ins 2

4610 GROVR(NG) CRBVL*GRT(NG)*RAXLE
4620 REM
4630 DT 1

4640 DTHIP DTHI
4650 DTHOP DTHO
4660 REM
4670 REM STEP CALCULATION SUBROUTINE
4676 REM
4680 T T+DT
4690 DTHI DTHO
4700 DTHL 1/(1GRA)*DTHIP GRA/(1-GRA)*DTHOP
4710 GOSUB 10680
4720 IF V > V4 THEN GOTO 11100
4730 GOSUB 10250
4740 REM
4750 IF ZXC3 1 THEN GOTO 4810
4760 CLS
4770 LOCATE 12,25
4780 PRINT COMPUTATION IN PROCESS
4790 LOCATE 15,27
4800 PRINT "oo PLEASE WAIT ....
4810 ZXC3 1

4820 GOTO 4620
4830 REM
4840 REM DECELERATION STAGE
4850 REM
4860 REM CLUTCH Ci ENGAGEMENT
4870 REM
4880 TTEMP T
4890 TL 0
4900 EDISP2 0

4910 DTHIP DTHI
4920 DTHOP DTHO
4930 ZXC2 -0
4940 REM
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4950 DT - 4*DELT2
4960 IF T > TTEMP + .2 THEN GOTO 5130
4970 REM
4980 REM STEP CALCULATION SUBROUTINE
4984 REM
4990 DTHI DTHO
5010 DTHL - -1/GRD*DTHIP + (1+1/GRD)*DTHOP
5020 GOSUB 12190
5030 GOSUB 10250
5040 REM
5050 IF ZXC2 - 1 THEN GOTO 5110
5060 CLS
5070 LOCATE 12,25
5080 PRINT "- COMPUTATION IN PROCESS -"
5090 LOCATE 15,27
5100 PRINT "--- PLEASE WAIT .... ---"
5110 ZXC2 - 1
5120 GOTO 4940
5130 REM
5140 REM LOAD CLUTH ENGAGEMENT
5150 REM
5160 DTHLP - GRBFLY *RAXLE *V /(C1 *TR)

5170 TL - MU * (DTHL-DTHLP)/(ABS(DTHL-DTHLP))
5180 EDISP2 - 0
5190 DT - .1
5200 V1 - DTHLP /(GRBFLY *RAXLE) *TR *C1
5210 ZXC2-0
5220 REM
5230 IF ABS(DTHL-DTHLP)/DTHL < .05 THEN GOTO 5560
5240 IF DTHLP-DTHL < - 200 THEN DT - DELT/10
5250 REM
5260 GOSUB 7040
5264 REM
5270 REM STEP CALCULATION SUBROUTINE
5274 REM
5280 T - T+DT
5290 R2 - R2+DT*(AA1+2*AA2+2*AA3+AA4)/6
5300 DTHI DTHI+DT*(BB1+2*BB2+2*B133+BB4)/6
5310 DTHO - DTHO+DT*(CC1+2*CC2+2*CC3+CC4)/6
5320 DTHLP DTHLP +DT *(DD1 +2 *DD2 +2 *DD3 +DD4) /6
5330 DTHL -1/GRD*DTHI + (1 +1 /GRD) *DTHO
5340 GOSUB 10090
5350 HH5 DEDIS
5360 EDISP (EDISP+1/3*DELT2/4*

(HH1+4*HH2+2*HH3+4*HH4+HH5))/CONSE
5370 V - DTHLP/(GRBFLY*RAXLE)*TR*C1
5380 VFPS V/C1
5390 A - (V-V1)/(DT*C1)
5400 X - X + V/Cl*DT
5410 GOSUB 12190
5430 LPRINT T,X
5440 GOSUB 10250
5450 V1 - V
5460 REM
5470 IF ZXC2 - 1 THEN GOTO 5530



5480 CLS
5490 LOCATE 12,25
5500 PRINT " -- COMPUTATION IN PROCESS --"
5510 LOCATE 15,27
5520 PRINT "--- PLEASE WAIT ... ---"
5530 ZXC2 - 1
5540 GOTO 5220
5550 REM
5560 REM -- CLUTCH FULLY ENGAGED WITH NEW GEAR RATIO
5570 REM
5580 ZXC - 0
5590 EDISP 0

5600 DT - DELT/2
5610 V1 - DTHLP /(GRBFLY *RAXLE) *TR *C1
5620 REM
5630 IF ABS(DTHI-DTHO)/DTHI < .05 THEN GOTO 5930
5640 GOSUB 8260
5645 REM
5650 REM STEP CALCULATION SUBROUTINE
5654 REM
5660 T - T+DT
5670 R2 R2+DT*(AA1+2*AA2+2*AA3+AA4)/6
5680 DTHI DTHI+DT*(881+2*B82+2*B83+884)/6
5690 DTHO - DTHO+DT*(CC1+2*CC2+2*CC3+CC4)/6
5700 DTHL - -1/GRD*DTHI + (1+1/GRD)*DTHO
5710 DTHLP - DTHL-10
5720 GOSUB 10090
5730 V - DTHLP/(GRBFLY*RAXLE)*TR*C1
5740 VFPS V/C1
5750 A - (V-V1)/(DT*C1)
5760 X - X + V /C1 *DT
5770 GOSUB 12190
5780 LPRINT T,X
5800 GOSUB 10250
5810 V1 - V
5820 REM
5830 IF ZXC - 1 THEN GOTO 5890
5840 CLS
5850 LOCATE 12,25
5860 PRINT "- COMPUTATION IN PROCESS -"
5870 LOCATE 15,27
5880 PRINT "--- PLEASE WAIT .... ---"
5890 ZXC 1

5900 GOTO 5620
5910 REM
5920 REM LOAD BEING SLOWED DOWN BY BRAKES
5930 REM
5940 VAP - V
5950 TL 0

5960 GOSUB 12500
5970 V1 DTHLP/(GRBFLY*RAXLE)*TR*C1
5980 IF V < - 2 THEN GOTO 11380
5990 GOSUB 8750
5993 REM
6000 REM STEP CLACULATION SUBROUTINE
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6004 REM
6010 T - T+DT
6020 R2 - R2
6030 DTHI - DTHO
6040 DTHL - -1/GRD*DTHI + (1+1/GRD)*DTHO
6050 DTHLP - DTHLP + DT*(DD1+2*DD2+2*DD3+DD4)/6
6060 GOSUB 10090
6070 V - DTHLP/(GREFLY*RAXLE)*TR*C1
6080 VFPS V/C1
6090 MEQ - (GW+PW)/G+1/(TRA2)*

MENG)*GROVR(NG)A2+ITT)
6100 KE - 1 /2 *MEQ *VFPS "2 /CONSE

6110 A - (V-V1)/(DT*C1)
6120 X - X + V /C1 *DT
6130 GOSUB 12190
6140 LPRINT T,X
6160 GOSUB 10250
6170 V1 - V
6180 IF ZXC 1 THEN GOTO 5890
6190 CLS
6200 LOCATE 12,25
6210 PRINT "- COMPUTATION IN PROCESS -"
6220 LOCATE 15,27
6230 PRINT "- PLEASE WAIT ....
6240 ZXC - 1
6250 GOTO 5980
6260 CLS
6270 LOCATE 13,30
6280 PRINT "- COMPUTATION IS COMPLETED -"
6290 LOCATE 20,18
6300 PRINT "HIT ANY CAP KEY WHEN YOU ARE READY

TO CONTINUE :"
6310 QZZ$-INKEY$: IF QZZ$-"" THEN GOTO 6310
6320 END
6322 REM
6330 REM LOOP STARTS HERE
6340 REM
6350 ST - T
6360 SR2 - R2
6370 SDTHI DTHI
6380 SDTHO - DTHO
6390 SDTLP DTHLP
6400 GOSUB 9460
6410 GOSUB 9570
6420 GOSUB 10010
6425 GOSUB 10090
6430 AA1 - DR2
6440 BB1 - DDTHI
6450 CC1 - DDTHO
6460 DD1 - DDTLP
6470 HH1 - DEDIS
6480 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA1/2
6490 TDTHI SDTHI+DELT1*BB1/2
6500 TDTHO SDTHO+DELT1*CC1/2
6510 TDTLP - SDTLP+DELT2*DD1/2
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6520 T - TT
6530 R2 - TR2
6540 DTHI - TDTHI
6550 DTHO - TDTHO
6560 DTHLP - TDTLP
6570 GOSUB 9460
6580 GOSUB 9570
6590 GOSUB 10010
6595 GOSUB 10090
6600 AA2 - DR2
6610 BB2 - DDTHI
6620 CC2 - DDTHO
6630 DD2 - DDTLP
6640 HH2 - DEDIS
6650 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA2/2
6660 TDTHI - SDTHI+DELT1*BB2/2
6670 TDTHO - SDTHO+DELTI*CC2/2
6680 TDTLP - SDTLP+DELT2*DD2/2
6690 R2 - TR2
6700 DTHI - TDTHI
6710 DTHO - TDTHO
6720 DTHLP - TDTLP
6730 GOSUB 9460
6740 GOSUB 9570
6750 GOSUB 10010
6755 GOSUB 10090
6760 AA3 - DR2
6770 BB3 - DDTHI
6780 CC3 - DDTHO
6790 DD3 - DDTLP
6800 HH3 - DEDIS
6810 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA3/2
6820 TDTHI - SDTHI+DELT1*B83/2
6830 TDTHO - SDTHO+DELT1*CC3/2
6840 TDTLP - SDTLP+DELT2*DD3/2
6850 R2 - TR2
6860 DTHI - TDTHI
6870 DTHO - TDTHO
6880 DTHLP - TDTLP
6890 GOSUB 9460
6900 GOSUB 9570
6910 GOSUB 10010
6915 GOSUB 10090
6920 AA4 - DR2
6930 BB4 - DDTHI
6940 CC4 - DDTHO
6950 DD4 - DDTLP
6960 HH4 DEDIS
6970 T - ST
6980 R2 - SR2
6990 DTHI - SDTHI
7000 DTHO - SDTHO
7010 DTHLP - SDTLP
7020 RETURN
7030 REM
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7040 REM LOOP STARTS HERE
7050 REM
7060 ST - T
7070 SR2 - R2
7080 SDTHI - DTHI
7090 SDTHO - DTHO
7100 SDTLP - DTHLP
7120 GOSUB 9520
7130 GOSUB 9570
7140 GOSUB 10010
7150 AA1 - DR2
7160 BB1 - DDTHI
7170 CC1 - DDTHO
7180 DD1 - DDTLP
7190 HH1 - DEDIS
7200 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA1/2
7210 TDTHI - SDTHI+DELT1*B81/2
7220 TDTHO - SDTHO+DELT1*CC1/2
7230 TDTLP - SDTLP+DELT2*DD1/2
7240 T - TT
7250 R2 - TR2
7260 DTHI - TDTHI
7270 DTHO - TDTHO
7280 DTHLP - TDTLP
7290 GOSUB 9520
7300 GOSUB 9570
7310 GOSUB 10010
7320 AA2 - DR2
7330 BB2 - DDTHI
7340 CC2 - DDTHO
7350 DD2 - DDTLP
7360 HH2 - DEDIS
7370 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA2/2
7380 TDTHI - SDTHI+DELT1*BB2/2
7390 TDTHO SDTHO+DELT1*CC2/2
7400 TDTLP SDTLP+DELT2*DD2/2
7410 R2 - TR2
7420 DTHI - TDTHI
7430 DTHO - TDTHO
7440 DTHLP - TDTLP
7450 AA3 - DR2
7460 BB3 - DDTHI
7470 CC3 - DDTHO
7480 DD3 - DDTLP
7490 HH3 - DEDIS
7500 GOSUB 9520
7510 GOSUB 9570
7520 GOSUB 10010
7530 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA3/2
7540 TDTHI - SDTHI+DELT1*BB3/2
7550 TDTHO - SDTHO+DELT1*CC3/2
7560 TDTLP SDTLP+DELT2*DD3/2
7570 R2 - TR2
7580 DTHI TDTHI
7590 DTHO TDTHO
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7600 DTHLP - TDTLP
7610 GOSUB 9520
7620 GOSUB 9570
7630 GOSUB 10010
7640 AA4 - DR2
7650 BB4 - DDTHI
7660 CC4 - DDTHO
7670 DD4 - DDTLP
7680 HH4 - DEDIS
7690 T - ST
7700 R2 - SR2
7710 DTHI - SDTHI
7720 DTHO - SDTHO
7730 DTHIP - SDTLP
7740 RETURN
7750 REM
7760 REM LOOP STARTS HERE
7770 REM
7780 ST - T
7790 SR2 - R2
7800 SDTHI - DTHI
7810 SDTHO - DTHO
7820 GOSUB 9570
7830 GOSUB 9710
7840 AA1 - DR2
7850 BB1 - DDTHI
7860 CC1 - DDTHO
7870 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA1/2
7880 TDTHI - SDTHI+DELT1*BB1/2
7890 TDTHO - SDTHO+DELTI*CC1/2
7.900 R2 - TR2
7910 DTHI - TDTHI
7920 DTHO - TDTHO
7930 GOSUB 9570
7940 GOSUB 9710
7950 AA2 - DR2
7960 BB2 - DDTHI
7970 CC2 - DDTHO
7980 TR2 - R2+DELT1*AA2/2
7990 TDTHI SDTHI+DELT1*BB2/2
8000 TDTHO - SDTHO+DELTI*CC2/2
8010 R2 - TR2
8020 DTHI - TDTHI
8030 DTHO - TDTHO
8040 GOSUB 9570
8050 GOSUB 9710
8060 AA3 - DR2
8070 BB3 - DDTHI
8080 CC3 - DDTHO
8090 TR2 SR2+DELT1*AA3/2
8100 TDTHI - SDTHI+DELT1*BB3/2
8110 TDTHO SDTHO+DELT1*CC3/2
8120 R2 - TR2
8130 DTHI TDTHI
8140 DTHO - TDTHO



1708150 GOSUB 9570
8160 GOSUB 9710
8170 AA4 - DR2
8180 BB4 - DDTHI
8190 CC4 - DDTHO
8200 T - ST
8210 R2 - SR2
8220 DTHI - SDTHI
8230 DTHO - SDTHO
8240 RETURN
8250 REM
8260 REM
8270 REM
8280 ST - T
8290 SR2 - R2
8300 SDTHI - DTHI
8310 SDTHO - DTHO
8320 GOSUB 9570
8330 GOSUB 9880
8340 AA1 - DR2
8350 1381 - DDTHI
8360 CC1 - DDTHO
8370 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA1/2
8380 TDTHI - SDTHI +DELT1 *BB1 /2
8390 TDTHO - SDTHO+DELT1*CC1/2
8400 R2 - TR2
8410 DTHI - TDTHI
8420 DTHO - TDTHO
8430 GOSUB 9570
8440 GOSUB 9880
8450 AA2 - DR2
8460 382 - DDTHI
8470 CC2 - DDTHO
8480 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA2/2
8490 TDTHI - SDTHI+DELT1*BB2/2
8500 TDTHO - SDTHO+DELT1*CC2/2
8510 R2 - TR2
8520 DTHI - TDTHI
8530 DTHO TDTHO
8540 GOSUB 9570
8550 GOSUB 9880
8560 AA3 - DR2
8570 BB3 - DDTHI
8580 CC3 - DDTHO
8590 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA3/2
8600 TDTHI - SDTHI+DELT1*13133/2
8610 TDTHO - SDTHO+DELT1*CC3/2
8620 R2 - TR2
8630 DTHI - TDTHI
8640 DTHO - TDTHO
8650 GOSUB 9570
8660 GOSUB 9880
8670 AA4 DR2
8680 BB4 - DDTHI
8690 CC4 - DDTHO

LOOP STARTS HERE
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8700 T - ST
8710 R2 - SR2
8720 DTHI - SDTHI
8730 DTHO - SDTHO
8740 RETURN
8750 REM LOOP STARTS HERE
8760 REM
8770 ST - T
8780 SR2 - R2
8790 SDTHI - DTHI
8800 SDTHO - DTHO
8810 SDTLP - DTHLP
8820 GOSUB 9520
8830 GOSUB 9570
8840 GOSUB 10010
8850 AA1 - DR2
8860 BBI - DDTHI
8870 CG1 - DDTHO
8880 DD1 - DDTLP
8890 HH1 - DEDIS
8900 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA1/2
8910 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA1/2
8920 TDTHI - SDTHI+DELT1*BB1/2
8930 TDTHO - SDTHO+DELT1*CC1/2
8940 TDTLP - SDTLP+DELT2*DD1/2
8950 T - TT
8960 R2 - TR2
8970 DTHI TDTHI
8980 DTHO - TDTHO
8990 DTHLP - TDTLP
9000 GOSUB 9520
9010 GOSUB 9570
9020 GOSUB 10010
9030 AA2 - DR2
9040 BB2 - DDTHI
9050 CG2 - DDTHO
9060 DD2 - DDTLP
9070 HH2 - DEDIS
9080 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA2/2
9090 TDTHI - SDTHI+DELT1*B82/2
9100 TDTHO SDTHO +DELT1 *CC2 /2
9110 TDTLP - SDTLP+DELT2*DD2/2
9120 R2 - TR2
9130 DTHI - TDTHI
9140 DTHO - TDTHO
9150 DTHLP - TDTLP
9160 GOSUB 9520
9170 GOSUB 9570
9180 GOSUB 10010
9190 AA3 - DR2
9200 BB3 - DDTHI
9210 CC3 - DDTHO
9220 DD3 - DDTLP
9230 HH3 - DEDIS
9240 TR2 - SR2+DELT1*AA3/2
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9250 TDTHI SDTHI+DELT1*BB3/2
9260 TDTHO SDTHO+DELT1*CC3/2
9270 TDTLP SDTLP+DELT2*DD3/2
9280 R2 TR2
9290 DTHI TDTHI
9300 DTHO TDTHO
9310 DTHLP TDTLP
9320 GOSUB 9520
9330 GOSUB 9570
9340 GOSUB 10010
9350 AA4 DR2
9360 BB4 DDTHI
9370 CC4 DDTHO
9380 DD4 DDTLP
9390 HH4 DEDIS
9400 T ST
9410 R2 SR2
9420 DTHI SDTHI
9430 DTHO SDTHO
9440 DTHLP SDTLP
9450 RETURN
9470 REM
9472 REM Torque subroutine in acceleration
9474 REM
9475 REM TI, TC, and TL are the inner hub, outer
9476 REM casing, and load applied torques
9477 REM
9478 REM GRA BVIF planetary gear ratio in
9478 REM acceleration
9479 REM
9480 TI -TL/(1-GRA)
9490 TC GRA/(1-GRA)*TL
9500 RETURN
9510 REM
9520 REM Torque subroutine in deceleration
9530 REM
9532 REM GRD BVIF planetary gear ratio in

deceleration
9534 REM
9540 TI 1/GRD*TL
9550 TC -(1+1/GRD)*IL
9560 RETURN
9570 REM Calculation subroutine
9580 REM
9582 REM R3 radius of the band inside

the outer casing
9584 REM
9590 R3 SQR((-NB*H*LB/PI)+R4A2-R1A2+R2"2)
9592 REM
9594 REM II, IO are the inertia of the inner hub and
9595 REM the outer casing respectively
9597 REM
9600 II WROH*PI*B)/2)*(R2A4-R1A4)+IIF)
9610 IO ((ROH*PI*B)/2 *(R4 "4-R3A4)+IOF)
9620 IF (R3 - R2) 0 THEN PRINT " R3 - R2 0"
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9622 REM
9624 REM ZZ1 a constant
9626 REM
9630 ZZ1 .5*NB*H*ROH*B
9632 REM
9634 REM TB Band torque
9636 REM
9640 TB ZZ1*((R3*DTHO)A2-(R2*DTHI)A2)*

(R2*R3)/(R3-R2)
9642 REM
9644 REM DR2 Time rate of change of the band position
9645 REM around the inner hub
9646 REM
9650 DR2 (NB*H*R3*(DTHO-DTHI))/(2*PI*(R3-R2))
9652 REM
9654 REM ZZ2 a constant
9656 REM
9660 ZZ2 2*PI*R0H*B
9662 REM
9664 REM DII, DIO are the rate of change of the inner
9665 REM hub and outer casing inertias
9666 REM
9670 DII ZZ2 *R2 "3 *DR2

9680 DIO - ZZ2 *R3 "2 *R2 *DR2

9690 RETURN
9700 REM
9710 REM ---- CALCULATION SUBROUTINE
9720 REM
9741 REM Si, S2, S3, S4, Zl, S5, S6, S10 are

dummy variable
9744 REM
9748 S1 TF+TA*DTHLA2
9749 S2 II*I0*(1-GRA)A2+IL*(I0+II*GRAA2)
9750 S3 ROH*B*NB*H
9760 S4 R3*R2*(DTHO-DTHI)/(R3-R2)
9765 Z1 (S1*CRA/(1-GRA)+(R3A2*S3*S4)*DTHO-TB)
9770 S5 IL*GRARII*I0*(1-GRA)A2)*Z1
9780 S6 -S1/(1-GRA)-R2A2*S3*S4*DTHI+TB
9785 Z2 (II*I0*(1-GRA)A2)/S2
9790 S10 Z2*(1/II*(1+IL*GRAA2/

(I0*(1-GRA)A2))*S6+55)
9792 REM
9794 REM DDTHI The time rate of change in the inner
9795 REM hub angular velocity
9796 REM
9800 DDTHI S10
9801 REM
9802 REM Z3, Z4, $20 are dummy variables
9803 REM
9805 Z3 (I0*(1-GRA)A2/(I0*(1-GRA)A2+IL*GRAA2))
9807 Z4 1/10*(S1 *GRA/(1-GRA)+R3A2*S3*S4*DTHO-TB)
9810 S20 Z3 * ((GRA*IL/(I0*(1-GRA)A2))*S10 + Z4)
9812 REM
9814 REM DDTHO Time rate of change of the outer
9816 REM casing angular velocity



9820 DDTHO S20
9830 TL IL*(1/(1-GRA)*S10-GRA/(1-GRA)*S20)+S1
9840 TI -TL/(1-GRA)
9850 TC GRA/(1-GRA)*TL
9860 RETURN
9870 REM
9880 REM ---- CALCULATION SUBROUTINE
9884 REM
9885 REM 521, 522, S23, 524, Z10, Z11, Z12, S30 are

dummy variables
9886 REM
9890 S21 1+11/II*(1/GRD)A2
9900 S22 1+1L/I0*(1+1/GRD)"2
9910 S23 IL*(1/GRD)*(1+1/GRD)
9920 S24 1-1/S21*1/S22*1/10*1/11*(823A2)
9925 Z10 (-(1+1/GRD)*S1-DI0 *DTHO-TB)
9926 Zll 1/GRD*S1-DII*DTHI+TB
9928 Z12 Z10+211
9930 S30 1/S24*1/S21*1/11*(S23*1/10*1/S22*Z12)
9940 DDTHI 530
9942 REM
9944 REM Z13, S40 are dummy variables
9946 REM
9945 Z13 (1+1/GRD)*S1-DIO*DTHO-TB
9950 S40 1/I0*1/S22 *(S23 *S30 -Z13)
9960 DDTHO S40
9970 TL IL*(-1/GRD*S30+(1+1/GRD)*S40)+S1
9980 TI 1 /GRD *TL

9990 TC -(1+1/GRD)*TL
10000 RETURN
10010 REM ---- ANGULAR ACC SUBROUTINE
10020 REM
10039 DDTHI 1/II*(1I+TB-DII*DTHI)
10040 DDTHO 1/I0*(TC-TB-DIO*DTHO)
10050 DDTLP 1/IL*(TL-TF-TA*DTHLFA2)
10060 DEDIS TL*(DTHL-DTHLP)
10070 RETURN
10080 REM
10090 REM ---- POWER AND ENERGY SUBROUTINE
10100 REM
10119 PII .5*DTHIA2*DII/CONSP
10120 PIW II*DTHI*DDTHI/CONSP
10130 POI .5*DTH0"2*DI0 /CONSP
10140 POW I0 *DTHO *DDTHO /CONSP
10150 POWI TI*DTHI/CONSP
10160 POWO TC*DTHO/CONSP
10170 PL TL*DTHLP/CONSP
10180 SUMI (PII+PIW)
10190 SUMO (P0I+POW)
10200 IEFF (DTHI/DTHL)A2*II + (DTHO/DTHL)A2*I0
10210 EE (1/2*II*DTHIA2+1/2*IO*DTHOA2)/CONSE
10220 ELOAD 1 /2 *IL *DTHLP "2 /CONSE
10230 ESUM EE + ELOAD + EDISP
10240 RETURN
10250 REM PRINT SUBROUTINE
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10252 REM
10280 REM PRINT
10300 REM PRINT
10320 REM PRINT
10340 REM PRINT
10380 REM PRINT
10390 RETURN
10410 END
10420 REM
10430 REM
10432 REM
10440 REM
10450
10460
10470
10480
10490
10500
10510
10520
10530 REM
10540
10550
10560
10570
10580
10590
10600
10610
10620
10630

T,DTHI,DTHO,DTHL,DTHLF,R2
T,EE,ELOAD,EDISP
T,TI,TC,TL,TB
T,POWI,POWO,PL
T,II,I0,IEFF

THE BUS PERFORMANCE DURING THE
ACCELERATION WITH ENGINE IDLE
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DLEFF - BVLEFF * AXLEFF
WHLHP - DLEFF*PL
FT - FI*375*WHLHP*(GRBFLY*RAXLE*NT)/(1800*DTHL)
FAD - .042258*CD*AF*(BARP/(460+TEMP))*(vITS+VwFpS)
FROLL - (GW+PW)*(CRI+CR2*VFPS)*SF
FG - (GW+PW)*SIN(THETA)
FSUM - FT-(FAD+FROLL+FG)
MEQ - (GW+PW)/G+1/TRA2*(IENG*GROVERA2+ITT)

A - FSUM/MEQ
VFPS - VFPS+DT*A
V - C1 *VFPS

X - X+DT*VFFS
KE - 1/2*MEQ*VFPSA2/CONSE
NE - 600
BSFC - CF1+CF2*NE+CF3*NEA2+CF4*NEA3
BHP - BH1+BH2*NE+BH3*NEA2+BH4*NEA3
FUELA - BSFC*BHP
DQACC - 1/3600*(FUELA*DT*CAP)

10640 TFUEL - TFUEL+DQACC
10650 REM LPRINT T,X
10670 RETURN
10680 REM
10690 REM ENGINE TAKES OVER FROM HERE
10700 REM
10710 VFPS V/C1
10720 TCEFF - .95
10730 NE - GROVR(NG)*NT*V/60
10740 REM
10750 REM ---- THE NET HORSEPOWER
10760 REM
10770 NETHP - (NH1+NH2*NE+NH3*NEA2+NH4*NEA3)*HPCF
10780 REM
10790 REM ---- COMPUTE THE OVERALL EFFICIENCY
10792 REM
10800 DLEFF - TCEFF*TREFF(NG)*AXLEFF
10810 WHLHP - DLEFF*NETHP
10820 REM
10830 REM ---- TRACTIVE FORCE
10840 REM
10850 FT - 375*WHIHP*GRovR(NG)*NT/(60*NE)
10860 REM
10870 REM ---- RESISTANCE FORCES
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10880 REM
10890 FAD - .044258*CD*AF*(BARP/(460+TEMP))*

(VFPS+VWFPS)A2
10900 FROLL - (GW+PW)*(CR1+CR2*VFPS)*SF
10910 FG - (GW+PW)*SIN(THETA)
10920 FSUM - FT - (FAD+FROLL+FG)
10930 MEQ - (GW+PW)/G+1/(TRA2)*

((IENG)*GROVR(NG)A2+ITT)
10940 KE - 1/2*MEQ*VFPSA2/CONSE
10950 REM
10960 A - FSUM/MEQ
10970 VFPS - VFPS+DT*A
10980 V - C1 *VFPS
10990 X - X+DT*VFPS
11000 BSFC - CF1+CF2*NE+CF3*NEA2+CF4*NEA3
11010 BHP - BH1+BH2*NE+BH3*NEA2+BH4*NEA3
11020 FUELA ESFC*BHP
11030 DQACC - 1/3600*(FUELA*DT*CAP)
11040 TFUEL TFUEL+DQACC
11050 DTH12-GRBFLY*RAXLE*V/(Cl*TR)
11060 REM
11070 REM LPRINT T,X
11090 RETURN
11100 REM
11110 REM
11120 REM ---- THE BUS PERFORMANCE DURING STEADY SPEED
11130 REM
11140 DT - 1
11150 TEM2 - T
11160 IF T > TEM2+TCONS THEN GOTO 4850
11170 A - 0
11180 VFPS - V/C1
11190 DX - DT*VFPS
11200 GROVR(NG) - GRBVL*GRT(NG)*RAXLE
11210 MEQ - (GW+PW)/G+1/(TRA2)*

((IENG) *GROVR(NG) "2 +ITT)
11220 KE - 1 /2 *MEQ *VFPS "2 /CONSE
11230 NE - GROVR(NG)*NT*V/60
11240 DTHLP - GRBFLY*RAXLE*V/(Cl*TR)
11250 REM
11260 BSFC - CF1+CF2*NE+CF3*NEA2+CF4*NEA3
11270 BHP - BH1+BH2*NE+BH3*NEA2+BH4*NEA3
11280 FUELSS - BSFC*BHP
11290 DQSS - 1/3600*(FUELSS*DT*CAP)
11300 TFUEL - TFUEL+DQSS
11310 X - X+DX
11320 T - T+DT
11330 REM
11350 REM LPRINT T,X
11353 REM
11360 GOSUB 10250
11370 GOTO 11160
11380 REM
11390 ZA - ZA+1
11400 IF ZA - 1 THEN TCONS - 18



11410
11420
11430
11440
11450
11460
11470
11480
11490
11500
11510
11520
11530
11540
11550
11560
11570
11580
11590
11600
11610
11620
11630
11640
11650
11660
11670
11680
11690
11700
11710
11720
11730
11740
11750
11760
11770
11780
11790 REM
11800 REM
11810 REM
11820
11830
11840
11850
11860
11870
11880
11890
11900
11910
11920
11930 REM
11950
11960

IF ZA - 2
IF ZA - 3
IF ZA - 4
IF ZA - 5
IF ZA - 6
IF ZA - 1
IF ZA - 2
IF ZA - 3
IF ZA - 4
IF ZA - 5
IF ZA - 6
FBR - 0
NG - 1
N - 1
ZX - 1
FBR - 0
IF ZA - 1
IF ZA - 2
IF ZA - 3
IF ZA - 4
IF ZA - 5
IF ZA - 6
TCSR - 0
DSR - .05
VI - 0
IF ZA - 1
IF ZA - 2
IF ZA - 3
IF ZA - 4
IF ZA - 5
IF ZA - 6
IF ZA - 1
IF ZA - 2
IF ZA - 3
IF ZA - 4
IF ZA - 5
IF ZA 6

IF ZA - I

THEN TCONS - 37
THEN TCONS - 42
THEN TCONS - 27
THEN TCONS - 30
THEN TCONS - 23
THEN CSR - 30
THEN CSR - 28
THEN CSR - 24
THEN CSR - 25
THEN CSR - 25
THEN CSR - 24

THEN DV - 2
THEN DV - 1.8
THEN DV 2.2
THEN DV - 2
THEN DV - 1.7
THEN DV - 2.1

THEN TSTOP - 11
THEN TSTOP - 7
THEN TSTOP - 15
THEN TSTOP - 10
THEN TSTOP - 9
THEN TSTOP - 13
THEN V4 - 27
THEN V4 - 31
THEN V4 - 29
THEN V4 - 32
THEN V4 - 28
THEN V4 - 34
THEN GOTO 12310

---- BUS STOP PERIOD

TMP - T
A - 0
V - 0
DT - 1
NE - 600
IF T > - ZMP+TSTOP THEN GOTO 11980
BSFC - CF1+CF2*NE+CF3*NEA2+CF4*NEA3
BHP - BH1+BH2*NE+BH3*NEA2+BH4*NEA3
FULSTP - BSFC*BHP
DQSTOP - 1/3600*(FULSTP*DT*CAP)
TFUEL - TFUEL+DQSTOP
LPRINT X,TFUEL
T - T+DT

GOTO 11870
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11970 REM
11980 REM ---- CALCULATE THE BRAKE SHOES WEAR
11990 REM
12000 XM - X/5280
12010 ES - VAPA2
12020 BSF ES/XM
12030 WSF 4*(1/126.27*WTH/ASF*(GW+PW)/G*BSF*YF)
12040 WSR - 8*(1/126.27*WTH/ASR*(GW+PW)/G*BSF*YR)
12050 TWS TWS+WSF+WSR
12060 REM LPRINT X,TWS
12064 REM
12080 REM ---- INITIALIZING
12090 REM
12100 R20 - R2
12110 DTHIO - 1000
12120 DTHOO - 1000
12130 DTHLPO - 0
12140 TF - 0
12150 V - 0
12160 VFPS - 0
12170 A - 0
12180 GOTO 3590
12182 REM
12190 REM ---- THE BUS FUEL USAGE DURING THE DECELERATION
12192 REM OF THE BUS AT IDLE CASE
12200 REM
12210 MEQ - (GW+PW)/G+1/(TRA2)*

MENG)*GROVR(NG)A2+ITT)
12220 KE - 1/2*MEQ*VFPSA2/CONSE
12230 NE - 600
12240 BSFC - CF1+CF2*NE+CF3*NEA2+CF4*NEA3
12250 BHP - BH1+BH2*NE+BH3*NEA2+BH4*NEA3
12260 FUELD - BSFC*BHP
12270 DQDEC - 1/3600*(FUELD*DT*CAP)
12280 TFUEL - TFUEL+DQDEC
12290 T - T+DT
12300 RETURN
12310 REM
12320 REM LPRINT "TOTAL FUEL USED - ";TFUEL
12340 REM MPG - X*ROHDSL/(5280*TFUEL)
12350 REM
12400 REM ---- CALCULATE THE BRAKE SHOES WEAR
12410 REM
12420 XM - X/5280
12430 ES - VAPA2
12440 BSF ES/XM
12450 WSF - 4*(1/126.27*WTH/ASF*(GW+PW)/G*BSF*YF)
12460 WSR - 8*(1/126.27*WTH/ASR*(GW+PW)/G*BSF*YR)
12470 TWS TWS+WSF+WSR
12480 REM LPRINT X,TWS
12490 END
12500 REM ---- BRAKE FORCE SUBROUTINE
12510 REM
12520 IF ZA - 0 THEN TF - 250
12530 IF ZA 1 THEN TF - 270
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12540 IF ZA - 2 THEN TF - 255
12550 IF ZA - 3 THEN TF - 280
12560 IF ZA - 4 THEN TF - 265
12570 IF ZA - 5 THEN TF - 260
12580 IF ZA - 6 THEN TF - 275
12590 RETURN
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APPENDIX B

BVIF- INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE
COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM
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10 REM ***** CONVENTIONAL BUS PERFORMANCE PROGRAM *****
20 REM
30 REM This program simulates the performance of a

conventional bus.
40 REM
50 REM The initial conditions and some constant

parameters are given below.
60 REM
70 ZA 0
72 REM
75 REM The initial time
77 REM
80 T -0
90 DSR .05

100 CSR 20
110 TCSR 0
112 REM
114 REM N A subscript
116 REM NG subscript for gear shift
118 REM
120 N 1

130 NG 1

132 REM
133 REM V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6, and V7 are the

velocities at which the transmission gears
are shifted in acceleration and deceleration.

134 REM
140 V1 14.7
150 V2 26.22
160 V3 34.3
170 V4 32
180 V5 31.26
190 V6 23.66
200 V7 11.67
202 REM
203 REM TCONS The bus cruising time before

deceleration state.
205 REM
210 TCONS 20
212 REM TSTOP The period which the bus is stopped.
214 REM
220 TSTOP 7

221 REM
222 REM S A variable
225 REM
230 S 0
232 REM
234 REM VI Initial bus speed
235 REM
240 VI 0

242 REM
244 REM DV The increament in bus speed.
226 REM
250 DV 2

252 REM



254 REM ZX a variable
256 REM
260 ZX 1

270 REM
280 REM ---- Engine variables
290 REM
300 REM ---- Engine charactristic map, gross horsepower

vs engine speed
310 REM
320 REM ---- Constants of the polynomial
330 REM
340 GH1 -139.082
350 GH2 .42935
360 GH3 -1.6683E-04
370 GH4 2.44487E-08
380 REM
390 REM ---- Engine charactristic map, brake horsepower

vs engine speed
400 REM
410 REM ---- Constants of polynomial
420 REM
430 BH1 -192.004
440 BH2 .535169
450 BH3 -2.3757E-04
460 BH4 3.98465E-08
470 REM
480 REM ---- Engine charactristic map, accessory

horsepower vs engine speed
490 REM
500 REM ---- Constants of polynomial
510 REM
520 AH1 4.39207
530 AH2 2.33813E-03
540 AH3 -5.22004E-07
550 AH4 2.39541E-09
560 REM
570 REM ---- Engine charactristic map, net horsepower

vs engine speed
580 REM
590 REM ---- Constants of polynomial
600 REM
610 NH1 -143.462
620 NH2 .426993
630 NH3 -1.66294E-04
640 NH4 2.20508E-08
650 REM
660 REM ---- Engine charactristic map, net torque vs

engine speed
670 REM
680 REM ---- Constants of polynomial
690 REM
700 TQ1 135.765
710 TQ2 1.27957
720 TQ3 -8.38348E-04
730 TQ4 1.55014E-07
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740
750

760
770
780

REM
REM ----

REM
REM ----
REM

Engine charactristic map, fuel consumption
vs engine speed

Constants of polynomial

790 CF1 .638101
800 CF2 -5.08579E-04
810 CF3 2.81459E-07
820 CF4 -4.86642E-11
830 REM
840 REM ---- Define the gear ratios
850 REM
860 REM GRBVL BEVEL GEAR RATIO BETWEEN ENGINE AND

TORQUE CONVERTOR
870 REM TCSR TORQUE CONVERTOR SPEED RATIO
880 REM GRT(NG) TRANSMISSION GEAR RATIO
890 REM GRAXIE AXLE RATIO
900 REM
910 GREVL .875
920 RAXLE 5.38
930 REM
940 REM ---- The transmission gear ratios
950 REM
960 GRT(1) 2.0206
970 GRT(2) 1.3827
980 GRT(3) 1
990 REM
1000 REM GROVR OVER-ALL GEAR RATIO FROM ENGINE TO

THE WHEELS
1010 REM
1020 REM THE FORCES APPLIED ON THE VEHICLE
1030 REM
1040 REM FT TRACTIVE EFFORT
1050 REM FROLI.m. ROLLING RESISTACE FORCE
1060 REM FG GRADE LOAD
1070 REM FSUM RESULTANT FORCES
1080 REM
1090 REM ---- The constants for evaluating forces acting

on the bus
1100 REM
1110 REM ---- ROHAIR AIR DENSITY
1120 REM CD AERODYNAMIC EFFICIENT
1130 REM CR1, CR2 ROLLING RESISTANCE COEFFICIENT
1140 REM
1150 REM ---- The values are
1154 REM
1160 ROHAIR .0027
1170 CD .55
1180 AF 79.36
1190 CR1 .0068
1200 CR2 7.400001E-05
1210 REM
1220 REM ---- The Mechanical efficiencies of the bus
1230 REM
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1240 REM TCEFF(N) TORQUE CONVERTOR EFFICIENCY
1250 REM TREFF(NG) TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY
1260 REM AXLEFF DRIVE AXLE EFFICIENCY
1270 REM
1280 REM ---- The values of efficiencies
1290 REM
1300
1310
1320

TREFF(1) .93

TREFF(2) .96

TREFF(3) .98
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1330 AXLEFF .9613
1340 REM

1350 REM ---- Constant parameters used in the program
1360 REM
1370 REM BARP BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
1380 REM TEMP AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
1390 REM TR TIRE OUTER RADIUS OF THE VEHICLE
1400 REM RRIM WHEEL RIM RADIUS
1410 REM GW VEHICLE GROSS WEIGHT
1420 REM PW PASSENGERS WEIGHT
1430 REM VW HEAD WIND VELOCITY
1440 REM TW SINGLE TIRE AND WHEEL WEIGHT
1450 REM NT TIRE REVOLUTION PER MILE
1460 REM SF ROAD SURFACE FACTOR
1470 REM D ENGINE DISPLACEMENT, IN CUBIC INCHES
1480 REM ROHDSL DIESEL FUEL DENSIT
1490 REM CAP THE COEFFICIENT OF FUEL FLOW OF ACCELERATOR PUMP
1500 REM QSUM SUM OF THE FUEL CONSUMED
1510 REM THETA GRADE ANGLE
1520 REM G GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION
1530 REM NG GEAR NUMBER , 1,2,3
1540 REM N SUBSCRIPT
1550 REM Cl A CONSTANT
1560 REM
1570 REM ---- The parameters values are
1580 REM
1590 REM
1600 NT 478
1610 RRIM .9375
1620 GW 30300
1630 PW 3000
1640 VW 10
1650 TW 190.5
1660 PI 3.14159
1670 TR 5280/(2*PI*NT)
1680 SF 1

1690 D 552
1700 ROHDSL 7.118
1710 CAP 1

1720 G 32.2
1730 THETA 0
1740 Cl 5280/3600
1750 K 1
1760 BARP 29.9
1770 WVP .39
1780 TEMP 85



1790 REM
1800 REM ---- The constants to calculate brake shoe wear
1810 REM
1812 REM WTH Specific wear rate of friction material

at temperature T
1814 REM ASF, ASR Front and rear shoe area
1816 REM YF, YR Proportion of total braking effort

transmitted through front and rear
axle

1818 REM
1820 WTH .000001
1830 ASF 87
1840 ASR 145
1850 YF .43
1860 YR .57

1870 REM
1880 REM ---- Calculate the hrsepower correction factor
1890 REM
1900 HPCF (29/(BARP-WVP))*((460+TEMP)/545)A.7
1910 REM
1920 REM ---- The inertia values of the rotating parts
1930 REM
1940 REM ---- Engine inerta
1944 REM
1950 REM IENG ENGINE, FLYWHEEL AND CLUTCH INERTIA
1960 REM IPT INERTIA PER TIRE
1970 REM NUMT THE NUMBER OF TIRES ON THE VEHICLE
1980 REM
1990 NUMT 6

2000 IENG 1/G*(4+1.6*(D/100)A2)
2010 IPT (.2822*2*(TR+RRIM)-.099)A2*TW/G
2020 REM
2030 REM ---- The tire inertia
2040 REM
2050 ITT NUMT*IPT
2060 REM
2070 REM ---- The loop starts here
2080 REM
2090 IF ZX 2 THEN GOTO 2120
2100 IF ZX 3 THEN GOTO 2140
2110 IF VI > V1 THEN GOSUB 4460
2120 IF VI > V2 THEN GOSUB 5160
2130 IF VI > V3 THEN GOSUB 4520
2140 IF ZX 3 THEN GOSUB 4610
2150 REM
2152 REM The followings determine the torque convertor

speed ratio vs engine speed
2154 REM
2160 TCSR TCSR+DSR
2170 IF TCSR > 0 AND TCSR < .3 THEN GOSUB 4690
2180 IF TCSR > .3 AND TCSR < .8991 THEN GOSUB 4810
2190 IF TCSR > .8991 AND TCSR < .99 THEN GOSUB 4980
2200 IF TCSR > 0 AND TCSR < .1 THEN GOSUB 5260
2210 IF TCSR > .1 AND TCSR < .2 THEN GOSUB 5300
2220 IF TCSR > .2 AND TCSR < .875 THEN GOSUB 5340
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2230 IF TCSR > .9 AND TCSR < .99 THEN GOSUB 5480
2240 GROVR(NG) GRBVL*GRT(NG)*RAXLE
2250 IF VI < V2 THEN GOSUB 5480
2260 GOSUB 3910
2270 IF VF > V4 THEN GOTO 2540
2280 REM
2290 REM ---- Bus acceleration
2300 REM
2310 A FSUM / MEQ
2320 REM
2330 REM ---- The time elapsed (sec)
2340 REM
2350 DELT 1/A * (VFPSF-VFPSI)
2360 REM
2370 REM ---- The vehicle displacement, ft
2380 REM
2390 DX DELT * ABS(VFPSF+VFPSI)/2
2400 REM
2402 REM BSFC es Fuel consumed by bus in lb/(bhp.hr)
2404 REM BHP Brake horsepower
2406 REM FUELA Fuel consumed during the acceleration

of the bus in lb/hr
2408 REM TFUEL Total fuel consumed in lb
2409 REM
2410 BSFC CF1+CF2*NE+CF3*NEA2+CF4*NEA3
2420 BHP BH1+BH2*NE+BH3*NEA2+BH4*NEA3
2430 FUELA BSFC*BHP
2440 DQACC 1/3600*(FUELA*DELT*CAP)
2450 TFUEL TFUEL+DQACC
2460 MPG X*ROHDSL/(5280*TFUEL)
2470 REM
2480 PRINT T,VI
2490 T T+DELT
2500 X X+DX
2510 VI VF
2520 GOTO 2070
2530 REM
2540 REM ---- Bus steady speed
2550 REM
2560 TCSR 1
2570 TEM2 T
2580 IF T > TEM2 + TCONS THEN GOTO 2770
2590 DELT 1
2600 A 0
2610 GOSUB 3910
2620 DX DELT*(VFPSF+VFPSI)/2
2630 GROVR(NG) GRBV1AGRT(NG)*RAXLE
2640 REM
2644 REM FUELSS Fuel consumed in steady state speed

at a time increament in lb/hr
2648 REM
2650 BSFC CF1+CF2*NE+CF3*NEA2+CF4*NEA3
2660 BHP BH1+BH2*NE+BH3*NEA2+BH4*NEA3
2670 FUELSS BSFC*BHP
2680 DQSS 1/3600*(FUELSS*DELT*CAP)
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2690 TFUEL TFUEL + DQSS
2700 MPG X*ROHDSL/(5280*TFUEL)
2710 REM
2720 PRINT T,VI
2730 T T+DELT
2740 X X+DX
2750 VI VF
2760 GOTO 2580
2770 REM
2780 REM ---- Bus starts to decelerate
2790 REM
2792 REM VAP The speed at which the brakes are

applied
2794 REM
2800 VAP VI
2810 DELT se .25
2820 GOSUB 6090
2830 GROVR(NG) GRBVL*GRT(NG)*RAXLE
2840 GOSUB 3910
2850 A FSUM/MEQ
2860 REM
2870 BSFC CF1+CF2*NE+CF3*NEA2+CF4*NE"3
2880 BHP BH1+BH2*NE+BH3*NEA2+BH4*NEA3
2884 REM
2886 REM FULDEC Fuel consumed during the bus

deceleration
2888 REM
2890 FULDEC BSFC*BHP
2900 DQDEC 1/3600*(FULDEC*DELT*CAP)
2910 TFUEL TFUEL+DQDEC
2920 MPG X*ROHDSL/(5280*TFUEL)
2930 REM
2940 PRINT T,VI
2950 VF VI+DELT*A
2960 NE GROVR(NG)*NT*V1/60
2970 X X+DELT*VF
2980 T T+DELT
2990 VI VF
3000 IF VI < V6 THEN GOTO 3030
3010 GOTO 2830
3020 REM
3030 REM ---- Torque convertor unlocks in deceleration
3040 REM
3050 REM
3060 GROVR(NG) GRBVL*GRT(NG)*RAXLE
3070 NE SQR(CSR*GROVR(NG)*NT*VF)
3080 GOSUB 3910
3090 A FSUM/MEQ
3100 REM
3110 BSFC CF1+CF2*NE+CF3*NE"2+CF4*NEA3
3120 BHP BH1+BH2*NE+BH3*NEA2+BH4*NEA3
3130 FULDEC BSFC*BHP
3140 DQDEC 1/3600*(FULDEC*DELT*CAP)
3150 TFUEL TFUEL+DQDEC
3160 MPG X*ROHDSL/(5280*TFUEL)



3170 REM
3180 PRINT T,VI
3190 VF VI+DELT*A
3200 X X+DELT*VF
3210 T T+DELT
3220 VI VF
3230 IF VI < V7 THEN GOTO 3260
3240 GOTO 3050
3250 REM
3260 REM ---- Transmission downshift
3270 REM
3280 GOSUB 5510
3290 REM
3300 GROVR(NG) GRBVL*GRT(NG)*RAXLE
3310 NE 600
3320 GOSUB 5110
3330 GOSUB 3910
3340 A FSUM/MEQ
3350 REM
3360 BSFC CF1+CF2*NE+CF3*NEA2+CF4*NEA3
3370 BHP BH1+BH2*NE+BH3*NEA2+BH4*NEA3
3380 FULDEC BSFC*BHP
3390 DQDEC e 1/3600*(FULDEC*DELT*CAP)
3400 TFUEL TFUEL+DQDEC
3410 MPG X*ROHDSL/(5280*TFUEL)
3420 REM
3430 PRINT T,VI
3440 VF VI+DELT*A
3450 X X+DELT*VF
3460 T T+DELT
3470 VI VF
3480 IF VF < 6 THEN GOTO 3500
3490 GOTO 3290
3500 REM
3510 IF VF < 1 THEN GOTO 3700
3520 DELT 1
3530 VF VI-1.5
3540 GOSUB 3910
3550 DX DELT*ABS(VFPSF-VFPSI)/2
3560 A ( VFPSF- VFPSI) /DELT
3570 BSFC CF1+CF2*NE+CF3*NEA2+CF4*NEA3
3580 BHP BH1+BH2*NE+BH3*NEA2+BH4*NEA3
3590 FULDEC BSFC*BHP
3600 DQDEC 1/3600*(FULDEC*DELT*CAP)
3610 TFUEL TFUEL+DQDEC
3620 MPG X*ROHDSL/(5280*TFUEL)
3630 REM
3640 PRINT T,VI
3650 X X+DELT*VF
3660 T T+DELT
3670 VI VF
3680 GOTO 3500
3690 REM
3700 REM ---- Bus stopping period
3710 REM
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3720 TEM1 T

3730 IF T > TEM1 + TSTOP THEN GOTO 5560
3740 A 0

3750 VI 0

3770 DELT 1

3780 NE - 600
3790 REM
3800 BSFC CF1+CF2*NE+CF3*NEA2+CF4*NEA3
3810 BHP BH1+BH2*NE+BH3*NEA2+BH4*NEA3
3812 REM
3814 REM FULSTP Fuel consumed during the stop

period of the bus
3816 REM
3820 FULSTP BSFC*BHP
3830 DQSTOP 1/3600*(FULSTP*DELT*CAP)
3840 TFUEL TFUEL+DQSTOP
3850 MPG X*ROHDSL/(5280*TFUEL)
3860 REM
3870 PRINT T,VI
3880 T T+DELT
3890 GOTO 3730
3900 REM
3910 REM ---- Calculation subroutine
3920 REM
3930 VFPSI Cl*VI
3940 VWFPS C1 *VW
3950 VFPSF C1 *V7

3960 GHP (GH1+GH2*NE+GH3*NEA2+GH4*NEA3)*HPCF
3970 REM
3980 REM ---- The accessory horsepower
3990 REM
4000 ACCHP (AHl+AH2*NE+AH3*NEA2+AH4*NEA3)*HPCF
4010 REM
4020 REM ---- The net horsepower
4030 REM
4040 NETHP (NH1+NH2*NE+NH3*NEA2+NH4*NEA3)*HPCF
4050 REM
4060 REM ---- The engine net torque
4070 REM
4080 NTORQ TQ1+TQ2*NE+TQ3*NEA2+TQ4*NEA3
4110 REM
4120 REM ---- Compute the overall efficiency
4125 REM
4130 DLEFF TCEFF*TREFF(NG)*AXLEFF
4132 REM
4134 REM ---- The available wheel horsepower
4136 REM
4140 WHLHP DLEFF*NETHP
4150 REM
4160 REM ---- Compute the friction power
4170 REM
4180 FHP NETHP-WHLHP
4190 REM
4200 REM ---- The forces applied to the vehicle
4210 REM
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4220 REM ---- Tractive force
4230 REM
4240 FT 375*WHLHP*GROVR(NG)*NT/(60*NE*TCSR)
4250 REM
4260 REM ---- Aerodynamic resistance
4270 REM
4280 FAD .044258*CD*AF*(BARP/(460+TEMP))*

(VFPSI+VWFPS)A2
4290 REM
4300 REM ---- Rolling resistance
4310 REM
4320 FROLL (GW+PW)*(CR1+CR2*VFPSI)*SF + FBR
4330 REM
4340 REM ---- Grade resistance
4350 REM
4360 FG (GW+PW)*SIN(THETA)
4370 REM
4380 REM ---- Net forces applied on the bus
4385 REM
4390 FSUM FT - (FAD+FROLL+FG)
4400 REM
4410 REM ---- Equivalent mass of the bus
4420 REM
4430 MEQ (GW+PW)/G+1/(TRA2)*

((lENG)*GROVR(N)A2+ITT)
4432 REM
4434 REM The vehicle kinetic energy
4436 REM
4440 KE 1/2*MEQ*VFPSIA2/1980000!
4450 RETURN
4454 REM
4460 REM ---- Shift gear subroutine, 1st to 2ed
4465 REM
4470 NG NG+1
4480 TCSR .45
4490 N N+1
4500 ZX ZX+1
45.10 RETURN
4515 REM
4520 REM ---- Gear shift from 2ed to 3ed
4530 REM
4540 NG NG+1
4550 N N+1
4560 ZX ZX+1
4570 DSR 0
4580 TCSR 1

4590 RETURN
4600 REM
4610 REM ---- In third gearing
4620 REM
4630 DSR 0
4640 TCSR 1

4650 GROVR(NG) GRBVL*GRT(NG)*RAXLE
4660 NE GROVR(NG)*NT*VI/60
4670 VF VI+DV
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4680 RETURN
4685 REM
4690 REM ---- Engine rpm vs torque convertor speed ratio
4700 REM
4710 REM ---- The constants of polynomial
4720 REM
4730 SR11 1617
4740 SR12 -171.32
4750 SR13 -753.278
4760 SR14 2673.89
4770 REM
4780 NE SR11+SR12*TCSR+SR13*TCSRA2+SR14*TCSRA3
4790 RETURN
4800 REM
4810 REM ---- Engine rpm vs torque convertor speed ratio
4820 REM
4830 REM ---- The constants of polynomial
4840 REM
4850 SR21 1571.3
4860 SR22 545.565
4870 SR23 -3592.27
4880 SR24 4404.79
4890 SR25 12084.4
4900 SR26 -28374.9
4910 SR27 16122.6
4920 REM
4930 NE1 SR21+SR22*TCSR+SR23*TCSRA2+SR24*TCSR"3
4940 NE2 SR25*TCSRA4+SR26*TCSRA5+SR27*TCSRA6
4950 NE NE1+NE2
4960 RETURN
4970 REM
4980 REM ---- Engine rpm vs torque convertor speed ratio
4990 REM
5000 REM ---- The constants of polynomial
5005 REM
5010 SR31 2098.52
5020 SR32 -156.2
5030 SR33 -870.477
5040 SR34 1166.09
5050 REM
5060 NE SR31+SR32*TCSR+SR33*TCSRA2+SR34*TCSRA3
5070 RETURN
5080 REM
5090 REM ---- The torque convertor speed ration in

downshift
5100 REM
5110 CC1 -.137392
5120 CC2 .136071
5130 CC3 -3.70621E-03
5140 TCSR CC1+CC2*VF+CC3*VFA2
5150 RETURN
5155 REM
5160 REM ---- The torque convertor is being locked
5170 REM
5180 TCSR 1
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5190 DSR 0
5200 TCEFF .95

5210 GROVR(NG) GRBVL*GRT(NG)*RAXLE
5220 NE GROVR(NG)*NT*VI/60
5230 VF VI+DV
5240 RETURN
5250 REM
5260 REM ---- The torque convertor speed ratio as a

function of engine speed
5270 REM
5280 TCEFF 2.56*TCSR
5290 RETURN
5294 REM
5300 REM ---- The torque convertor speed ratio vs engine

speed
5310 REM
5320 TCEFF .05+2.06*TCSR
5330 RETURN
5334 REM
5340 REM ---- The efficiency vs speed ratio
5350 REM
5360 REM ---- The constants of polynomial
5370 REM
5380 El -.0543312
5390 E2 3.21558
5400 E3 -3.24848
5410 E4 -.877959
5420 E5 3.84929
5430 E6 -2.11278
5440 REM
5450 TCEFF E1 +E2*TCSR+E3*TCSR"2+E4*TCSRA3+

E5*TCSRA4+E6*TCSRA5
5460 RETURN
5470 REM
5480 REM ---- Bus velocity subroutine
5484 REM
5490 VF 60*(NE)*(TCSR)/(GROVR(NG)*NT)
5500 RETURN
5504 REM
5510 REM ---- Downshift
5520 REM
5530 NG NG-1
5540 N N-1
5550 RETURN
5560 REM
5570 ZA ZA+1
5580 IF ZA 1 THEN TCONS 18
5590 IF ZA 2 THEN TCONS 37
5600 IF ZA - 3 THEN TCONS - 42
5610 IF ZA - 4 THEN TCONS - 27
5620 IF ZA - 5 THEN TCONS - 30
5630 IF ZA - 6 THEN TCONS - 23
5640 IF ZA - 1 THEN CSR - 30
5650 IF ZA - 2 THEN CSR - 28
5660 IF ZA - 3 THEN CSR - 24
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5670
5680
5690
5700
5710
5720
5730
5740
5750
5760
5770
5780
5790
5800
5810
5820
5830
5840
5850
5860
5870
5880
5890
5900
5910
5920
5930
5940
5950
5960 REM
5970 REM
5980 REM
5982 REM
5983 REM
5984 REM
5985 REM
5986 REM
5988 REM
5990 XM X/5280
6000 ES VAPA2
6010 BSF ES/XM
6020 WSF 4*(1/126.27*WTH/ASF*(GW+PW)/C*BSF*YE)
6030 WSR 8*(1/126.27*WTH/ASR*(GW+PW)/G*BSF*IIR)
6040 TWS TWS+WSF+WSR
6050 LPRINT "X ";X;"VAP ";VAP,"TWS ";TWS
6060 X 0
6070 COTO 2070
6080 REM
6090 REM ---- The brake forces
6100 REM
6110 IF ZA 0 THEN FBR 12500
6120 IF ZA 1 THEN FBR 12200
6130 IF ZA 2 THEN PER 12400
6140 IF ZA 3 THEN FBA 12000
6150 IF ZA 4 THEN FBR 12700

IF ZA 4
IF ZA 5

IF ZA 6

FBR 0

NG 1

N 1

ZX 1

IF ZA 1

IF ZA 2

IF ZA 3

IF ZA 4
IF ZA 5

IF ZA 6

TCSR 0
DSR .05

VI 0

IF ZA 1

IF ZA 2

IF ZA 3

IF ZA 4
IF ZA 5

IF ZA 6

IF ZA 1

IF ZA 2

IF ZA 3

IF ZA 4
IF ZA 5

IF ZA 6

IF ZA 7

THEN CSR 25

THEN CSR 24
THEN CSR 25

THEN DV 2

THEN DV 1.8
THEN DV 2.2
THEN DV 2

THEN DV 1.7
THEN DV 2.1

THEN TSTOP 10
THEN TSTOP 6

THEN TSTOP 14
THEN TSTOP 9

THEN TSTOP 8

THEN TSTOP 12

THEN V4 27
THEN V4 31

THEN V4 28

THEN V4 32
THEN V4 27

THEN V4 33

THEN GOTO 6190

---- CALCULATE THE BRAKE SHOE WEAR

XM Bus displacement in miles
ES Sustantial accumulated energy
BSF Brake Severity Factor
WSF, WSR Front and rear shoe wear
TWS Total front and rear shoes wear
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6160 IF ZA - 5 THEN FBR - 12300
6170 IF ZA - 6 THEN FBA - 12350
6180 RETURN
6200 REM
6210 REM ---- TOTAL FUEL CONSUMED AND MILE PER GALLON
6220 REM
6230 LPRINT "TFUEL - ";TFUEL
6240 MPG - X*ROHDSL/(5280*TFUEL)
6250 LPRINT " MPG ";MPG
6260 REM
6270 REM
6280 REM ---- CALCULATE THE BRAKE SHOE WEAR
6290 REM
6300 XM - X/5280
6310 ES - VAPA2
6320 BSF - ES/XM
6330 WSF - 4*(1/126.27*WTH/ASF*(GW+PW)/G*BSF*YF)
6340 WSR - 8*(1/126.27*WTH/ASR*(GW+PW)/G*BSF*YR)
6350 TWS - TWS+WSF+WSR
6360 LPRINT "X - "X;"VAP - ";VAP,"TWS - ";TWS
6370 END


